Spring 2018 Approved Courses

Aalto University (Helsinki, Finland)

Approved for Business Credit
Accounting Information Systems
Russian Economy: Opportunities and Challenges for Doing Business
Strategic Stakeholder Relations
Entrepreneurship and Innovation Management
Investment Management
Derivatives and Fixed Income
Capstone: Valuation
Information Systems development
Capstone: Information Systems Development
Multicultural Teamwork and Leadership
International Business and Strategy
Global Logistics and Distribution Networks
Negotiation Analytics
Design and Creativity in Business
Distribution and Logistic Services
Integrated Marketing Communications
Services Marketing
Market Research
Capstone: Product and Brand Management
Customer Experience Management
Human Resource Management
Business and Society
Future of Work
Developing Intercultural Competence in the Global Workplace
Global Online Collaboration and Team Management
Product Development Project

Master’s Level (students can take 1-2 MSc classes with approval from Aalto)
Financial Statement Analysis
Financial Accounting Theories
Corporate Governance
Cost accounting and Financial Planning
Capital Budgeting
Research Methods in Accounting
Auditing-Theory and Practice
European International Tax Law
Tax Challenges for Multi-National Enterprises
Corporate Responsibility Communication
Intercultural Communication
International Trade
Investment Decisions in Emerging Markets
Sustainable Entrepreneurship
Advanced Investment Theory
International Financial Management
Applied Derivatives
Private Equity Investment
Quantitative Finance
Project Management and Consulting Practice
Data Resource Management
Global Marketing Management
Perspectives on the Multinational Corporation
People Management in Multinational Organizations
Global Game Industry
Procurement and Strategic Sourcing
Sales and Operations Planning
Decision Making and Choice Behaviour
Data Science for Business I
Data Science for Business II
Frontiers of Markets and Consumer Research
Service Business Strategy
Marketing, Strategy and Firm Performance
Consumer Culture
Brand Management
Fashion Marketing
Creativity in Marketing
Qualitative Business Research Methods
Gender and Diversity at Work
Managing Mergers and Acquisitions
Put your Head on a Blockchain
Corporate Entrepreneurship and Innovation
How to Change the world: Innovating Toward Sustainability
Capstone in Creative Sustainability
Business Ethics
Energy Business and Innovation
Real Estate Market Analysis
Real Estate Finance
Real Estate Development
Real Estate Valuation
Real Estate Business and Entrepreneurship
Contracting in Strategy and Venturing
Entrepreneurial Finance
Startup Finance
Entrepreneurial Leadership
Startup Leadership
Entrepreneurial Marketing
Startup Experience
Co-Development Interventions in Business Networks Business Game
Sustainable Global Technologies Studio

Not Approved for Business credit but Approved for USC Elective Credit
Finnish Language (Any Level)
Swedish for International Students (Any Level)
German Language (Any level)
French Language (any level)
Spanish Language (any level)
Get to Know Finland
Survival Finnish for Exchange students
Personnel Economics
Topics in Economics Theories and Methods
Energy and Environmental Economics
Econometrics
Business Mathematics II
Introduction to Intercultural Communication
Directed Studies in Intercultural Communication
Introduction to Sound Culture: Audio Across Disciplines
Visualized Me: Creative Ways of Thinking and Using Visual Tools
Organizing, Work and Economy Through Film
UWAS Discussion Series
Consumer Culture and Aesthetics
Artists in Residence Workshop
Spatial Structures
Handmade: Creative Design with Raw Materials
Digital Sculpture: 3D models and Animation as a creative, multidisciplinary tool
Mixing Fields-Introduction to Multidisciplinary Art Practices
Art and Social Impact: creating multidisciplinary exhibitions
Multidisciplinary Energy Perspectives
Design meets Bio-materials
Games Now Workshop I
ADD Basics: Working in the digital paradigm
Astronomical View of the World
Creating Value
Basics in Research and Development Management

Master’s Level (students can take 1-2 MSc classes with approval from Aalto)
Open Economy Macroeconomics
Labor Economics
Microeconomics: Industrial Organization
Development Economics I
Development Economics II
Macroeconomic Policy
Information Economy
Times Series Analysis
Business Decisions 2
Games Now!
Eco-Auditing
Artificial Intelligence
Information Visualization
Growth and Internalization of Technology SME’s
Astronomical View of the World
Urban Economics
Strategies for Growth and Renewal
Approved for Business Credit
Support For Business Reporting and Analysis
Company Accounting
Financial Statement Analysis
Accounting Theory
Auditing
Public Sector Accounting
Financial Reporting By Corporations
Principles of Tax Law
Continuous Time Finance
Special Topics in Finance
Derivatives
Investments
Corporate Valuation
Financial Intermediation and Debt Markets
Asian Capital Markets
Advertising
Consumer Behavior
E-Marketing
Sustainable Marketing
Strategic Marketing
International Marketing
Human Resource Management and Strategy
Managing Organisational Change
Corporate Sustainability
International Strategic Management
Negotiation
International Human Resource Management
Corporate Strategy
Business and its Social Stakeholders
Business in China
Dynamics of Business in the Middle East
Dynamics of European Business
Project/Case Studies in Commerce
Special Topics In Commerce
Law of Business Entities
Business Information Systems
Information Systems Analysis
Information Systems Management
Support for Business Information Systems
Money and Banking
Business and the Natural Environment
Not Approved for Business credit but Approved for USC Elective Credit (Partial List)
All Shook Up: A History of Rock 'n' Roll
United States Cinema: Hollywood and Beyond
Introduction to Film and New Media
How the Camera Changed History: A century of photography and cinema
Design of Experiments and Surveys
Introduction to Programming and Algorithms
Special Topics in Economics: Computing and Data Skills
Indigenous Cultural and Natural Resource Management
Industrial Organisation
Microeconomics 3
Managerial Economics
Law and Economics
Mathematics for Economists A
Public Sector Economics
Cost Benefit Analysis
Financial Mathematics
Design of Experiments and Surveys
Econometrics I: Econometric Methods
Applied Micro-econometrics
Human Rights Law in Australia
South Asian Cinema
Web Development and Design
Digital Culture: Being Human in the Information Age
Networked Information Systems
Introduction to Computer Systems
Culture & Modernity in Asia
Australian Art: The Modern Period
The Art of Computing
Leadership and Influence in a Complex World
Environment and Society: Geography of Sustainability
Economics for the Environment
Society and Environmental Change
Any Language course (French, Japanese, Chinese, Italian, etc)

Bocconi University (Milan, Italy)

Approved for Business Credit
Intermediate Financial Accounting
Big Data for Business Analytics
Python Programming for Economics, Management and Finance
Financial Economics
PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
FINANCIAL MODELLING
THE MICROSTRUCTURE OF FINANCIAL MARKETS
RISK MANAGEMENT WITH DERIVATIVES
Business Valuation
Fintech for Banking and Financial Transformation
Persona Selling
New Product and Product Management
Psychology of Marketing
Communication and Cultural Consumption Decisions
Market Research for Cultural Settings
Green Marketing
Principles of E-Marketing and E-Commerce
TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION MANAGEMENT
INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT CONSULTING
MANAGEMENT OF COMPETITION AND INNOVATION IN HIGH-TECH
Sustainable Operations Management
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT
ENTREPRENEURIAL STRATEGY
BUSINESS PLAN
MANAGEMENT OF FASHION COMPANIES
FAMILY BUSINESS STRATEGIES
MANAGING CREATIVITY
Diversity Management and Strategy
The Sustainability of Local productions in a Global World
Digital Disruption and Entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurship and New Business Startup
Public Finance
Tourism, Local Identity and Management

Company and Business Law
LEGAL ISSUES IN MARKETING
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND MARKETS LAW
INTERNATIONAL COMPARATIVE BUSINESS LAW
BUSINESS LAW (SELECTED CORPORATE AND TAX ISSUES IN MANAGEMENT AND
INTERNAL AUDITING)
Private and Business Law
COMPARATIVE BUSINESS AND EUROPEAN LAW
BANKING LAW
INTERNATIONAL AND COMPARATIVE TAXATION

Not Approved for Business credit but Approved for USC Elective Credit
Fundamentals of Computer Science
Advanced Mathematics and Statistics- Module 2 (Advanced Statistical Methods)
Machine Learning
Mathematics-Module 2 (Applied Mathematics)
Applied Stochastic Processes
International and Monetary Economics
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS
DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS
Time Series Econometrics
MACROECONOMICS AND THE WORLD ECONOMY
Markets Organizations and Incentives
ECONOMICS OF INSTITUTIONS AND CULTURE
Climate Change Economics
Econometrics
Computational Microeconomics Module 2- Mechanism Design
INTERNATIONAL MACROECONOMICS
Incentives Design and Policy
Mind and Society: Intro to Cognitive Sciences
Fiscal Macroeconomics
The Transformation of Cultural Sector and Art Market
The Global Industry of Imagineries
User Generated Culture
Economic History and History of Economic Thought
European Economic Policy
Sociology
International Relations
INTERNATIONAL DEMOGRAPHY
Critical Approaches to the Arts
History (Module 1- Global History)
Political Philosophy
Policy Evaluation
Public Economics
Media and Political Communication
Global History
Policies for Arts and Culture
Critical Approaches to the Arts II-Module II (Arts and Politics)
Public Management (Business Government Relations)
Sharing Economy and Smart Cities Management
Method and Research in Arts II-Module II (Cinema)
Method and Research in Arts II-Module II (Modern Art)
Politics of Advanced Democracies
Political Regimes
Innovation and Big Data for the Public Sector
Management of Public Utilities
Health and Society

Law and Policy Making
INTRODUCTION TO THE LEGAL SYSTEM - MODULE 1
Law Module II- International and European Law)
Law Module 2 (Public Law)
FUNDAMENTALS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY LAW
CRIMINAL LAW (PATHS OF INTERNATIONALIZATION)
LABOUR LAW (EUROPEAN SOCIAL LAW)
Law of the European Union
International Intellectual Property
Law Module 1 (Private Law)
European and International Intellectual Property Law

Chinese University of Hong Kong

These courses are approved for Business Credit
Professional Seminar Series (ACCT)
Financial Reporting
Cost and Management Accounting
Accounting Information Systems
Business Law Company Law
Taxation
Advanced Financial Accounting
Strategic Management Accounting
Auditing
Financial Statement Analysis
Cost Accounting Issues in Global Market
Internal Auditing and Risk Management
Accounting data analytics for Business
Chinese Legal Environment for Business
Taxes and Business Strategy
International Taxation
Applied Accounting and Financial Strategies
Managing Human Capital
Intro to International Business
Global Experiential Learning
Legal Environment, CSR and Business Ethics
HR Planning and Staffing
Human Capital Training and Development
Global Enterprise Management
Talent Performance Management Systems and Strategy
Leadership Development
Technology and Innovation Management
Global Strategy
China Business
Global Entrepreneurship
Introduction to Actuarial Science
Financial Markets
International Finance
Real Estate Finance and Investment
Investment Analysis and Portfolio Management
Risk Management and Insurance
Life Contingencies
Derivatives for Actuaries
Intro to Alternative Investments
Selected topics in Finance
Cases in Corporate Finance
Options and Futures
Fixed Income Securities Analysis
Computational Finance
Intermediate Financial Theory
Marketing Researchs
Consumer Behaviour
Intergrated Marketing Communications
Service Marketing
Marketing in China
Database Marketing
Strategic Brand Management
Quantative Marketing
Psychology of Creativity and Innovation
Innovation Bootcamp
Intro to Risk Management
Special Topics in Risk Management
Simulation methods : Risk Management and Finance
Theory of Risk and Insurance
Business Analytics
Business Information Systems
Business Forecasting
Data Management and Big Data Analytics
APPLIED ECONOMETRICS FOR BUSINESS
DATA MINING FOR BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
SUPPLY CHAIN AND LOGISTICS ANALYTICS
Money and Banking
Public Finance
Emerging Financial Markets in China
Economics of Derivatives
Economics of Behavioral Finance

These courses are NOT approved for business credit. They are acceptable for USC General elective credit (Partial List)

Chinese Language course (any level)
CHINESE LANGUAGE, CULTURE AND LANGUAGE LEARNING
The Cultural Revolution
Chinese Society in Transformation
Modern China
Selected Topics in Chinese Language and Culture I
Selected Topics in Contemporary China Studies
Selected Themes on Chinese History
TRAUMA AND MEMORY IN 20TH AND 21ST CENTURY CHINA
STATE AND CIVIL SOCIETY IN CONTEMPORARY
CHINESE POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC REFORMS
CHINESE ART IN THE WORLD AFTER 1900: AESTHETICS AND HISTORY
CHINA AND REGIONAL ORDER IN ASIA
SELECTED THEMES ON CHINESE ART HISTORY
SOCIAL MEDIA AND CRISIS COMMUNICATION
UNDERSTANDING MOVIES
FUNDAMENTALS IN VISUAL MEDIA
COMPARATIVE MEDIA SYSTEMS AND GLOBAL MEDIA
PUBLIC RELATIONS AND GLOBALIZATION
CHINESE SOCIETY IN TRANSFORMATION
POLITICS & GOVERNANCE IN CONTEMPORARY
INTRODUCTION TO THE CHINESE ECONOMY
WAR AND REVOLUTION IN CHINA
CHINA UNDER MAO
CULTURAL HISTORY OF MODERN CHINA
CHINA ON SCREEN
POLITICAL ECONOMY OF CHINA’S REFORM
URBAN CHINA
GLOBAL ECONOMICS
MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS
Introductory Econometrics
Economy of China
Asia-Pacific Economies
China, Hong Kong and the World Economy
ECONOMY OF HONG KONG
LABOUR ECONOMICS
BUSINESS ECONOMICS
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
INTERNATIONAL MACROECONOMICS
ADVANCED MACROECONOMICS
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR SOCIAL NETWORKS
Welfare Economics
GLOBAL AND REGIONAL ECONOMIC INTEGRATION
CHINA AND GLOBAL ECONOMY
CREATIVE INDUSTRY IN THE WORLD
CONTEMPORARY CHINESE SOCIETY
THE RISE OF CHINA IN THE GLOBAL CONTEXT I
GLOBAL GOVERNANCE AND PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONAL LAW
SPECIAL TOPICS IN PUBLIC HISTORY (CONTEMPORARY CHINA): CONTEMPORARY CHINA
CHINA AND THE WEST
TOPIC STUDIES IN ASIAN HISTORY: TRANS-PACIFIC CONNECTIONS IN EAST ASIA
DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY AND LAW
APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY IN BUSINESS
HEALTH PROMOTION IN PRACTICE - SOCIAL MARKETING
Introduction to the Internet of Things
HONG KONG LEGAL SYSTEM
CHINESE ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
RENEWABLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES
Quantative Methods for Acturial Analysis II

Chulalongkorn (Bangkok, Thailand)

These courses are approved for Business Credit
Intro to Information Technology & Information Systems
Business Law
Intermediate Accounting I
Principles of Investments
Cost Accounting
Principles of International Business Management
International Trade
Taxation Law
Entrepreneurship
International Financial Management
Advanced Business Finance
International Business Law
Feasibility Study and Project Evaluation  
Quality and Production Management  
Managing Innovation and Change  
Integrated Marketing Communication  
Auditing  
Advanced Accounting I  
Analysis & Design of Accounting Data Base  
Advanced Auditing  
Brand and Product Management  
Current Issues in International Business Management  
Fundamental Risk Management  
Financial Derivatives  
Fixed Income and Security Analysis  
EDP/IS Audit  
Seminar Accounting  
Analysis and Design of Accounting Data Base

**These courses are NOT approved for business credit. They are acceptable for USC General elective credit**  
Thai Language- Any Level  
Business Concepts and Ethics (Lower Division Course)  
Calculus for Business II  
Financial Econometrics

---

**Copenhagen Business School (Denmark)**

**Approved for Business Credit**

- BASPO1004U Intercultural Organisation  
- BINBO1138U Industrial Organisational Analysis  
- BINBO1140U International Business Law  
- BINBO1336U International Business Strategy  
- BINBO1166U Global Supply Chain Management  
- BINBO1601U Risk Management of Multinational Enterprise: Creating Global Strategic Responsiveness  
- BPOLO1278U International Business Strategy  
- BBLCO6001U The Corporation in Society: Managing Beyond Markets  
- BPOLO1354U Business and Global Governance  
- BEBUO1006U Intercultural Communication and Management  
- BSACO1003U Management of Cultural Projects, Processes and Organisations: Arts and Culture  
- BSSIO1013U Service Innovation and Sustainability  
- BSSIO2005U Collective Intelligence: Crowdsourcing for Firm Innovation and Predictions  
- BSTHO1023U Sustainable Tourism Supply and Innovation  
- BSTHO1022U Tourism Social Entrepreneurship and Sustainability  
- BINMU1011U Information Management and Organizational Change  
- BINMO1027U Business Economics and Information Management  
- BINMO2012U Business and Data Analytics  
- BBLCV1160U Marketing - the Essentials and the Trend Drivers  
- BBLCV1401U Negotiation Skills and Conflict Management - Drivers of Success and Complexity  
- BEOKV1009U Between Theory and Practice: Self-Reflection towards Responsible Decision Making  
- BHAAV1040U Business Strategy
BHAAV1058U Management Accounting and Control Systems
BHAAV1811U Sales and Pricing Methods
BHAAV1988U Retail Marketing
BHAAV2032U Consumer Behavior and Qualitative Methods
BHAAV2389U Behavioral Finance
BHAAV4491U Financial derivatives and their applications
BHAAV5003U Introduction to Sustainable Business
BHAAV5005U Operations Management - Driving Competitiveness through Operational Effectiveness
BHAAV5006U Innovation Management
BHAAV6006U Corporate Strategy
BHAAV6021U Global People Management: Human Resource Management & Leadership
BHAAV7026U Pricing Management
BIMKV1601U Marketing & Global Market Communication

Not Approved for Business credit but Approved for USC Elective Credit
BINBV1106U Danish – Integrated Skills
BASPO1012U International Relations in Asia
BINBO1129U International Economics
BISHO1003U Maritime Law
BPOLV1232U Comparative Political Economy
BPOLO1287U Political Economy of Development
BPOLO2003U EU Business and Politics
BINMO1026U Communication and Knowledge Management
BSOCO1022U (+ BSOCO1018U) Theories of Contemporary Society I
BSOCO1018U (+ BSOCO1022U) Advanced Economic Sociology
BSOCO1026U Theories of Contemporary Societies II
BSOCO1821U The Company from a Contextual Perspective
BASPV1234U Emerging Markets - Societies in transition
BEOKV3005U Leadership Communication: Theory and Practise
BEUBV1001U Foreign Policy of the European Union
BHAAV5007U Survey Design
BIMKV1008U Visual Communication

Corvinus (Budapest, Hungary)

Approved for Business Credit
Advanced Corporate Finance
Advertising Management
Business Enterprise – Start Up To SME
Business Environment Analysis
Business Ethics
Business Negotiation Skills and Communication
Business Policy and Strategy
Business Protocol
Business Valuation
Changing Environments in Business and Globalization
Consumer Behavior: Millennials and Generation Z
Corporate Finance II. (Financing Policy)
Cross Cultural Communication and Marketing
Database Management in Practice
Decision Making Skills
BUSINESS ENTERPRISE: START-UPS
Business Financing
Business Futures Studies
Business Games
Business Intelligence
Business Law
Business Strategy in CEE
Change Management
Comparative Cross-Cultural Management
European Company Law
European Taxation
Financial Market Risk Management
Global Anti-Corruption Business and Governance Strategies
Global Business Strategy
Global Management Practices
Global Marketing
Globalization, Financial Crises and Development
Health Policy and Finance
Human Resource Management
Innovation Management
International Business Case Studies
International Human Resource Management
International Marketing
International Taxation
Investment Analysis
Law and Economics
Life Insurance and Pension Calculations
Management Information Systems
Marketing Strategy
Markets and Networks
Negotiation Management
Online and Digital Marketing
Operations Research
Project Management
Public Financial Management
Quality Improvement Management in Health Care
Services Marketing
SME Marketing
Startup Navigator: The Entrepreneurship Perspective
SUSTAINABLE PROCUREMENT AND LOGISTICS
The Roles and Duties of Management
Tourism Management and Marketing

Not Approved for Business credit but Approved for USC Elective Credit
Hungarian Language (Any Level)
19th and 20th Century Hungarian Art (CIEE)
Advanced Comparative Economics
Advanced Media Economics
Advanced Quantitative Methods
Behavioral Economics - Emotions in Economic Decisions
Benelux Studies
British Civilization
Budapest – Explorations of the Urban Space
Budapest in the Twentieth Century: Historical Layers and Cultural Practices
Central and Eastern Europe from a Global Perspective
Challenges of fighting poverty in developing countries
China and Europe. A Comparative Economic History of 19-20th Century
Comparative Economic Policy
Comparative Economics of European Integration
Comparative Local Government Systems
Computer-assisted Qualitative Methods
Contemporary Geopolitics around the World
Contemporary Literary and Cultural Trends in Central Europe (CIEE)
Cooperative Games and Decisions
Critical Thinking
Cultural Anthropology
Culture and Communication
Culture, Society and Interaction/Communication
Digital Era Governance
Digital Transformation
Diplomacy in Practice
Economic and Human Geography
Economic Policy
Economic Policy of Market and Government Failures
Economic Sociology
Economics and the European Union
Central European Civilization Studies
China Studies
Civil Society and Organizations in Transition
Communication and Cognition
Communication and Media Ethics
Communication Disorders
Communication Dynamics
Communication Workshop
Communism in East Central Europe
Economics of Global and Regional Integration
Economy and Geography of Central Europe
Environmental and Climate Policy
Environmental Economics
Environmental History
Environmental Management
Equal Opportunity Policies
Ethnicity, Rural Society and Folk Culture in Historic Hungary (CIEE)
EU Council decision-making simulation
EU Negotiations Simulation
European Economic Integration
European Private Law
European Union Politics
Family and Household Economy in Europe in the 19th-20th Centuries
Film and History
Foundations of Political Economy
Fundamental EU Freedoms
Global Social Change and Inequalities
Globalization (Economic Theory)
GOs and NGOs in Global Context
Health Economics
History of Economic Thought
History of European Civilization
History of European Culture
History of Hungary and Central Europe: from West to East and Back (CIEE)
History of Islamic Civilization
History of Modern Europe
Human Development and Security
Human Geography
Hungarian Civilisation
Hungarian Foreign Policy
Hungary, European Integration and European Security (CIEE)
Illiberal Democracy in Central- and Eastern Europe
Institutional Economics
Institutions and Processes of Public Policy
International Criminal Law
International Debate
International Development and Assistance
International Development Policy
International Mobility & Career Development
International NGOs and the UN
International Organisations and Multilateral Diplomacy
International Relations 1945 to Present
International Relations from 1815 to 1945
Introduction to Empirical Labour Market Analysis
Introduction to Game Theory
Introduction to Insurance Economics
introduction to International Relations
Introduction to Law
Introduction to Political Economy
Introduction to the Modern Middle East and North Africa
Islam in Europe
Latin America Studies
Middle Eastern Political Systems
Model UNFCCC-CEMS Climate Change Strategy Role Play
Multivariate Data Analysis
Nations in the Crossroads of History: Contemporary Central and Eastern Europe
New Media Communication
Peace, Security and Conflict Studies
Pharmacoeconomics and Health Technology Assessment
Policies of the EU
Political Problems of Transformation in East Central Europe (CIEE)
Political Psychology and Leadership Analysis
Practicing Public Policy
Quantitative Analysis of Development
Recent Development of the EU
Regional Economic Studies
Regional Economics
Regional Industrialisation in Europe
Regional Studies
Research in Social Policy
Seeking Asylum: Who is who in the field of refugee protection?
Social and Demographic Problems
Social Network Analysis
Society and Culture in Saudi Arabia
Terrorism and Political Violence
The Art of Persuasion
The Economic History of Eastern Europe in the 20th Century
The Economics and Ethics of Globalization
The Economics of Healthcare Innovation
The European Security Architecture
The Globalization of World Politics
The History of Sociology
The Political Economy of EU Decision-Making
the Political Economy of European Integration: Implications for Countries of Central- and Eastern Europe
The Political Economy of the Middle East
Theory of International Relations
Transition and Post Transition Challenges in Hungary
Trends in Sociological Theory
Turkey and the Middle East: Economic Thought and Economic History
US Presidential Speeches

ESCP (Paris, France)

Approved for Business Credit
Strategic Cost Management
NEW PUBLIC MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT
Consolidation et information financiere des groups/GROUP FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
International Capital Markets
Direction financiere
Fixed Income Markets
Negociation
CORPORATE REPORTING, GOVERNANCE AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Innovation and Entrepreneurship from Idea to Business
Entrepreneurship Bootcamp
Ingenierie Financiere/Financial Engineering
Options futures et autres Produits Derives
Designing and Implementing Performance Measurement Systems
Valuation of Financial derivatives with VBA
Fusios Acquisitions
Consumer Behaviour
B2B Marketing Management
Marketing Research
Negotiation Bootcamp
Financial Institutions Management
Le Metier di Manager
Distribution 4.0 E Commerce Corss-channel
Design Thinking in management and entrepreneurship
Financial Strategy of Firms
Evaluation d'actif en avenir incertain
Analyste financier
Apprendre à décider : les aspects humains et la méthode
Ingénierie fiscal
Consommation collaborative: vers une économie du partage ?
Management de l'initiative et de la créativité
Transformation digitale des organisations
Marketing of Innovations
intervention et Conseil en organization
Management des Achats: piloter la transformation
Procurement Management: drive the transformation
Buying your own business
Digital Insight: Algorithmics and Programming
Stratégie de Marque
Comportements du consultant
Modélisation Financière
Brand Management
Marketing Communications
Marketing expérientiel, événementiel et sensorial
Digital Transformation of Organizations and Business
Management de projet

International Human Resource Management
Philanthropy and social entrepreneurship
International Business and Human Rights
Management, risques et contrôle
The Big Management Fads: Tools and Lessons
Competitive Intelligence and Technology Watch
Private Equity
Evaluation et fusion des entreprises
hanger de Business modèle pour une croissance profitable
Hedge Funds
ME-Business: Using Information Technology
Economie et management di sport
Behavioural Finance
Real Estate
International Technology transfer and high tech alliances best practices in Europe
Management of firms in China
Applied Investment Banking
Advanced Financial Accounting
Not Approved for Business credit but Approved for USC Elective Credit

French Language- Any Level
Europe Does Matter
Rounding up the CEO’s Job (CEO’s Studio)
Management des medias
Economie Monetaire

Les enjeux juridiques de la propriété littéraire/artistique
Breaking the code of true leadership
ADVANCED Programming with Excel LEVEL 1 (VBA fundamentals)
TURNING THE SILVER ECONOMY INTO GOLD
What does the Brain Do?
Leadership : Pensée, Pouvoir et Action
Droit de l'informatique et du numérique
Creer et developer son “personal Branding”
Macroéconomie avancée
ADVANCED EXCEL LEVEL 2 (VBA for pros)

ESADE (Barcelona, Spain)

Approved for Business Credit
Marketing with China
Marketing from Strategy to Action
Consumer insights: An Action Oriented Approach to Managerial Decision Making
ELS: Marketing Social
Innovation in Marketing: Creativity, new products and design
Digital Advertising
Marketing research for Decision Making
Marketing & Sociedad: valores, cambio e impacto social
EEO: Sustainability, Business and Values
Temas de Management a traves de historias bien contadas
Incorporandonos a las Organizaciones
TDP: Business networks and global organization
TDP: Doing Business Across Cultures
B&E Global Environmental Challenges and the Business Response
GSI: Visualización de información de negocio
Software estadistico y visualization
Project Management
Digital Business in the era of Big Data
Managing Services
Supply Chain Management
Change Management for Service Excellence
CEE: Country Report: Como negociar en el mundo
MFGV: Applied Portfolio Management
OC: Banca Privada i gestión de patrimonio
OC: Fusiones y Adquisiciones
CEE: Organización Industrial: Análisis Económico de un sector empresarial
Financial Markets and Institutions
Strategic Leadership and Corporate Governance
Entrepreneurship
Strategic and Business Consulting
CIM: Negotiation Skills
Emerging Markets
International Management
Investing for Social and Environmental Impact

**Not Approved for Business credit but Approved for USC Elective Credit**
Spanish Language (any Level)/ Curso de Español/Espanol
Barcelona: Street Art; Art Street y mucho más: Gaudí, Dali, Picasso, Miró, "The Art is Trush" etc.
Never Too Many Movies: Spanish and Catalan society through cinema
EEO: Re-Imagining Capitalism-Alternatives for the XXI Century
Anthropology: Cultures and Religious Traditions
Anthropology: In search of principles for a career philosophy
TCO: Communication and Leadership
Coaching and Personal Effectiveness: How to be an authentic leader
GSI: Programación avanzada de Web Apps
GSI: Programación de Mobile Apps
International Economics
Trending Topics en Economico: La Cara y LA Cruz
Economía desde la tumba: duelo a muerte de economistas (ya muertos)
CIM: Advanced Presentation Techniques
Gobernanza Relacional

**ESCEM (Tours, France)**

**Approved for Business Credit**
Marketing Research Project (3 ESCEM/1.5 USC) **Required Class**
European Culture (3 ESCEM/1.5 USC) **Required Class**
Supply Chain Management (3 ESCEM/1.5 USC)
International Advertising and Public Relations (3 ESCEM/1.5 USC)
International Brand Management (3 ESCEM/1.5 USC)
Advanced International Business Development (3 ESCEM/1.5 USC)
International Finance (3 ESCEM/1.5 USC)
Business Strategy Simulation (3 ESCEM/1.5 USC)
Communications and Social Media Marketing (3 ESCEM/1.5 USC)

**These courses are NOT acceptable for Business credit. They ARE acceptable for USC elective credit.**
French as a Foreign Language/Intensive French **Required Classes**
General Study Seminar- Intercultural Skills **Required Class**
International Experience Report **Required Class**

Global Communications Strategies
International Public Relations and Sponsoring

**Internship** (USC does NOT provide business credit for Internship class- BUT if you have extra space in your schedule, this may be worthwhile for you)

**European Business School (Oestrich-Winkel, Germany)**

**These courses are approved for Business Credit**
- Accounting and Taxation INT
- Product and Service Marketing
- Marketing Communication and the Digital Age
- Business Law II/Fundamentals of Company Law
- Digital Skills II/Storytelling with Data
- Foundation of Ethics
- Strategy Theory and Practice
- Business and Society
- Governance and Competition Policy
- Public Finance
- Case studies in financial accounting
- Case studies in financial statement analysis
- Portfolio Management
- Derivatives and Risk Management
- Essentials of Entrepreneurship
- Innovative Entrepreneurship
- International Finance
- Leading the Family Business
- Marketing Communication and Social Media
- Real Estate Innovation & Entrepreneurship
- Real Estate Investment and Finance
- Advanced Framework in Strategy
- Consulting Workshop
- Advanced Topics in SCM
- SCM Industry Project
- Retail Marketing
- Channel Management of Consumer Brands

**These courses are NOT approved for business credit. They are acceptable for USC General elective credit.**
- German Language (Any Level)
- Econometrics
- Mathematics 2
- Personnel Economics
- Exchange Rate Economics
Fudan University (Shanghai, China)

These courses are approved for Business Credit
Financial Development in China
International Finance
International Investment Law
International Commercial Arbitration Law
Foreign Business Investment
Enterpreneurial Development
International Markets Study
Management Information Systems
Investment Fund Management
Digital Marketing
Behavioral Finance
Korean Business and Management in the Global Context
Tourism Market Studies

These courses are NOT approved for business credit. They are acceptable for USC General elective credit
Elementary Chinese
Intermediate Chinese
Advanced Chinese for Foreign Students II
Survey of International Economics
Introduction to Psychology
Conflict Resolution and International Negotiations
History of Diplomacy In Modern China
Regional Scenario: Asian Pacific
East Asian Politics
Politics of Development
Western Theories of International Relations
Politics and External Relations of the European Union
Western Etiquette Culture
Introduction to Comparative Politics
International Development
Political Culture and Public Opinion in Contemporary China
Nationalism and Ethnic Conflict
Chinese Society: Past and Present
Comparative Politics of East Asia
China's Population and Development
Historical Sociology: Korea
Political Economy of China
Chinese Culture and Commercial Practice
Shanghai in Comparative Perspective: Urban Research
Religion in Chinese Society
Chinese Culture and Society under Globalization
Marriage and Family
System Programming Design
Introduction to Heritage Tourism
Experiment Spectroscopy
Economy and Politics in Latin America
Research Methodology and Scientific Paper Writing
Bioethics
Human Evolutionary Genetics
Biological Thermodynamics
Organic Chemistry
General Chemistry A II
Experiments in Organic Chemistry I
Linguistics of Chinese Sign Language
Psycholinguistics
Algorithm Design and Analysis
Climate Change and Energy
Atmospheric Chemistry
Aqueous Environmental Chemistry
Soil Environmental Chemistry
North European Movies
Shakespearean Tragedy
Language and Culture
Selected Readings in History of American Literature
British and American Press
Modernist Literature of the UK and the USA
British and American Suspense Short Stories
Principles and Applications of FPGA Architecture
Computational Physics
Structural Mechanics
Problem-Based Pharmacology
Artistic Charms of Chinese Traditional Culture
Philosophy of Logic
Metaphysics
Fundamental Physics Experiments
General Relativity
Advanced Electrodynamics
Introduction to Differential Geometry for Physicists
Introduction to Astrophysics

HEC Paris (France)

Approved for Business Credit
Strategic Tax Management
Credit Rating
MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS: FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
INVESTMENT BANKING
INSIDE VENTURE CAPITAL
Derivatives Trading
Business at the Blockchain age
Business Economics
MACROECONOMIE FINANCIERE
Global Banking and Financial Regulation
Business Performance Management 2018-2019
Strategy Implementation
Executive Decision Making
Cybersecurity and Data Governance
Strategy and Innovation
Strategy Consulting and Private Equity in the Middle East and North Africa
Company Law
Droit du Travel (Reklations individuelles-Relations collectives)
Droit de la Propriete Intellectuelle
International Marketing
Fundamentals of Luxury
Digital Marketing for Consumer Goods: exploring the digital adventure
Ethics and Sustainability
Strategic People Management
Strategic Change: Winning Hearts and Minds
Digital Management
REDRESSEMENT D’ENTREPRISE: Faire Face aux difficultes et les surmonter
Big Data Analytics: Du Datamining au Machine Learning
Tech, Data and the Innovation Mindset
Family Entrepreneurship: Governance and Generational Transition
Purchasing and Supply Management

Not Approved for Business credit but Approved for USC Elective Credit
French Language- Any Level
Study of French Society
Study of French Culture
Behaviourial Economics
Methods of Philisophical Analysis
Comparative Politics of Latin America
Understanding the Middle East: Economic and Strategic Fundamentals
LES MENACES DU TERRORISME
International Ocean Governances in the 21st Century
Droit du Societies
Understanding European Energy Policy: Business, Legal and Geopolitical Perspectives
Economie des Religions
The Global Revolution of the TV Series

**HKUST (Hong Kong)**

These courses are approved for Business Credit
ACCT3020 Financial Accounting II
ACCT3610 Business Law
ACCT4020 Financial Statement Analysis
ACCT4410 Taxation
ACCT4610 Company Law
ECON4334 Money and Banking
ECON4364 International Trade and Investment
FINA3103 Intermediate Investments
FINA3204 Derivative Securities
FINA3303 Intermediate Corporate Finance
FINA3403 Corporate Valuation
FINA4203 Mergers, Acquisitions, and Corporate Restructuring
FINA4403 International Finance
FINA4603 Venture Capital Financing
GBUS3050 - Deal Making in Asia and Emerging Markets
ISOM1380 Technology and Innovation: Social and Business Perspectives
ISOM2030 Business Protections for Innovations
ISOM2310 Chronicle of Internet Commerce
ISOM3010 Information Systems Project Management
ISOM3100 Business Simulation and Strategic Decisions
ISOM3180 Telecommunications and Computer Networking Management
ISOM3370 Big Data Technologies
ISOM3380 Advanced Network Management (CISCO - ICND)
ISOM4200 Information and Cybersecurity Management
ISOM3730 Quality and Process Management
ISOM3760 Logistics Management
ISOM4750 Business Project Management
ISOM4770 Supply Chain Management
ISOM4810 Operations Management Best Practices
MARK3220 Marketing Research
MARK3410 Promotion and Advertising Management
MARK3420 Consumer Behavior
MARK3460 – Retailing
MARK3470 Services Marketing
MARK3480 Pricing Strategy
MARK3510 Business to Business Marketing
MARK4210 Strategic Marketing
MGMT2010 Business Ethics and the Individual
MGMT2130 Business Ethics and Social Responsibility
MGMT3130 Judgement and Decision Making in Organizations
MGMT3140 Negotiation
MGMT3160 - Environmental Business Strategies
MGMT3170 - Managing CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility)
MGMT4210 Corporate Strategy
MGMT4220 Entrepreneurship and Small Business Studies
MGMT4240 Strategic Management in China
ENVR3310 - Green Business Strategy
ENVR4480 Climate Modeling and Risk Assessment
RMBI3000A Case Studies and Practical Issues in Risk Management Topics

These courses are not approved for business credit, they are approved for General Elective credit only (Partial List)
Chinese for Non-Chinese Language Background Students (Any Level)
ACCT1610 Introduction to Business Law (lower Division Course)
MARK1220 Marketing and Society (Lower Division Course)
MARK1230 Consumerism and Happiness (Lower Division Course)
ENTR1001 Entrepreneurship 1001: Building Your Own Future (this is a lower division course)
RMBI1020 Business Intelligence in Contemporary Society (this is a lower division course)
ECON2310 Introductory Environmental and Health Economics
ECON3113 Microeconomic Theory I
ECON3123 Macroeconomic Theory I
ECON3334 Introduction to Econometrics
ECON4254 Law and Economics
ECON4274 Programming Econometrics with R
ECON4304 Time Series Econometrics and Business Forecasting
ECON4474 Hong Kong’s Economy
ECON4999N Urban and Environmental Economics
COMP1001 Exploring Multimedia and Internet Computing
COMP1021 Introduction to Computer Science
COMP1022P Intro to Computing with Java
COMP1022Q Intro to Computing with Excel VBA
COMP2711 Discrete Mathematical Tools for Computer Science
ELEC1020 Media Production: Technology and Design
ISDN1000 What is Design and Why Design?
ENVR1030 Environment and Health
ENVR1080 The Smart Consumer-Uncovering the Hidden Story Behind the Product Label
ENVR1170 Big History, Sustainability and Climate Change
ENVR2020 Urban Air Pollution
SUST1000 Intro to Sustainability
LANG1210 Japanese Language and Related Culture I
LANG1220 Arabic: a key to the Middle East
LANG1310 French: World Language and Culture
LANG1320 German in the World of Science and Technology
LANG1330 Spanish and the Other America
LANG1410 Latin and the Legacy of the Roman World
HART1019 Introduction to Multi-channel Video Art
HART1021 A Contemporary Approach to Painting
HART1028 Devised Theatre: Contemporary Creative Process for Performance
HART1036 Introduction to Graphic Design
HART1037 Introduction to Printmaking
HART1038 Introduction to Portrait Photography
HART1039 The Art of Narrative in Drama
HUMA1000 Cultures and Values
HUMA1100 Music of the World
HUMA1102 Enjoyment of Classical Music
HUMA1300 Introduction to Western Literature
HUMA1410 General Chinese History: Pre-modern
HUMA2000B Art of Singing
HUMA2103 Introduction to Music Composition
HUMA2104 Introduction to Music Theory
HUMA2105 Music, Drama and Theatre
HUMA2280 Identity Goes Global: From Border Crossing to Boundary Remaking
HUMA2400 Approaches to Humanities in China Studies [C]
HUMA2470 City and Village: Life and Culture in Modern China [C]
HUMA2570 East Asia and the West: Cultures in Contact
HUMA2590 The Making of the Modern World: Renaissance to the Present
HUMA2633 Before Mao: Traditional Chinese Society from 1800 to 1949
HUMA2680 Understanding Western Architecture
HUMA3101 Western Opera and Literature
HUMA3103 Making Chamber Music B
HUMA3200 Questions of Humanity in World Literature
HUMA3201 Animation: A Global Perspective
HUMA3030 Language, Communication and Culture
HUMA3420 Chinese Social and Economic History
HUMA4610 Heritage in Cross-cultural Perspective
SOSC1120 Psychology & Education
SOSC1170 Environmental and Energy Governance in China
SOSC1300 The World of Politics
SOSC1340 China-United States Relations
SOSC1350 Contemporary China: Continuity and Change
SOSC1420 Poverty
SOSC1661 Contemporary HK: Government and Politics
SOSC1662 Contemporary HK: Society
SOSC1780 Population and Development in China
SOSC1850 Understanding Society
SOSC1960 Discovering Mind and Behavior
SOSC1980 Psychology and Everyday Life
SOSC 2000E Community/ Social Service Project
SOSC2120 Party state system
SOSC2290 Understanding Globalization
SOSC2300 The Pearl River Delta Mega-City: Agglomeration, Integration, Multi-Polarity
SOSC3000C Social Theory & Modernity
SOSC3000D Psychology of Environmental Sustainability
SOSC3000E Food Policy for Developing Countries
SOSC3000F Nation states & global economy
SOSC3120 Economic Development
SOSC3150 Science, Technology and Environment
SOSC3410 East Asian Economic Development
SOSC3520 Understanding Comparative Politics
SOSC4000A China in Comparative Perspective (to be co-listed with SOSC6030E)
SOSC4000D Chinese Capitalism: Historical and Comparative Perspectives (To be co-listed with SOSC 6030G)
SOSC4270 Social Change in Contemporary China
SOSC4280 China in the Global Political Economy

**ICHEC (Brussels, Belgium)**

**Approved for Business Credit**
Fondements du droit HD
Droit economique
Droit commercial et fiscal
Economics for Strategy
International Economics and Business Cycles HD
Non-Profit Economics and Management
Comptabilité et analyse financière
Gestion des risques et institutions financières
Gestion de portefeuille
Economie et marchés financiers
Management Accounting Control
International Finance and Fiscalite
Contrôle interne et gestion des risques
Corporate governance
Contrôle de gestion avancé
Consumer Behaviour
Export-Import Strategy HD
International Management and Negotiation
International Marketing HD
Marques, produits et prix
International Trade and Innovation
Politique et stratégie de la vente et de la distribution
Informatique de gestion
Gestion et analyse informatiques des données HD
Mathématiques et gestion financière
Recherche opérationnelle
Strategy for Digital Business/ Stratégie digitale des entreprises
Philosophie et développement durable
Ethique et RSE
Human Resources Management / Gestion des ressources humaines
Corporate Strategy
Strategy and Innovation
Intercultural Marketing, Negotiation and Communication

**NOT acceptable for Business credit- Acceptable for USC General Elective Credit**

Historie economique
Historie economique HD
Exigences légales du contrôlé
Mathématique approfondie et Statistique 1
Mathématique approfondie et statistique 2
Ingénierie des bases de données
MQ1 : Méthodes exploratives
Psychologie
Chimie I
Energétique
Electricité et projet intégrateur
Gestion et production de l’énergie
Environnement
Science et technologie des matériaux
Intercultural Topics  Q2 (Erasmus DCG)
Intensive Week of French Language
French Language Course (weekly- any Level)
German (Deutsch) Any Level
Nederlands (Dutch) Any Level
Chinese (Any Level)
Spanish (Any Level)
Italian (Any Level)
**IDC Herzilya (Herzilya, Israel)**

These courses are approved for Business Credit
- 2294 - Retail Marketing (2 IDC)
- 399 - Global Marketing (2 IDC)
- 2057 - Marcomm Seminar (2 IDC)
- 2013 - Marketing Seminar – Mercedes (2 IDC)
- 714 - Team Management and Development (2 IDC)
- 158 - Simulation Games and Negotiation Processes (2 IDC)
- 2028 - Leadership in the Global Village (2 IDC)
- 2029 - International Financial Management (2 IDC)
- 2282 - Economic and Legal Aspects for Entrepreneurs (2 IDC)
- 2358 - Final project: Venture Creation or Intrapreneurship project (2 IDC)
- 2319 - Customer Management in the Information Era (2 IDC)
- 2331 -- Introduction to Data Science (2 IDC)
- 2029 -- Global Economics & Finance: Selected Topics in Accounting & Finance (2 IDC)
- 2329 -- Marketing Research (4 IDC)
- 2330 -- Business and Growth Models for the Online Economy (2 IDC)
- 2314 -- Communication skills for entrepreneurs: negotiation, persuasion and presentation (2 IDC)

Marketing Communication (4 IDC)
- Human Resource Management (2 IDC credits)
- Investment Theory (4 IDC credits)
- Quantitative Methods in Finance (4 IDC credits)
- Marketing in the Far East (2 IDC)
- Company Valuations (2 IDC)
- International Risk Management (2 IDC)
- Introduction to Banking (2 IDC)
- Capital Market in Israel (2 IDC)
- Financial Modeling (2 IDC)

These courses are NOT approved for business credit. They are acceptable for USC General elective credit
- Hebrew or Arabic (any level- as long as it is awarded Credit AND appears on the Transcript)
- 2315 - Excel for Advanced
- Macro-economic Environment
- Critical Thinking (2 IDC)
- Excel for Advanced (2 IDC)
- Society and Politics in the Middle East
- Introduction to Political Theory
- International Politics II: Theory and Praxis of Security
- Israeli Politics and Society
- Economic Diplomacy
- Israeli Diplomacy and Foreign Policy
- E-Government and IT Policy
- Arab-Israeli Conflict
Introduction to Defense and Security Strategy
The Media in Conflict Zones
Research Methods + SPSS
Public Policy in Democracies
Internship Program
Russia: Politics and Foreign Policy
Strategy and Negotiations in the Nuclear Realm
The Politics of Post-Colonial Africa
Strategic Intelligence
Human Rights in Conflicts
Psychological Aspects of Conflict and their Resolution
Egyptian Government and Politics
Palestinian Society and Politics
Energy and Geopolitics in the Persian Gulf
Modern Terrorism as a Global Phenomenon
Dilemmas in Counter-Terrorism: Regional and Global Aspects
Law and Terrorism
Theaters of Global Jihad
Seminar: Military Interventions
Seminar: Track-Two and Citizen Diplomacy
Seminar: Counter Terrorism & Governance
Seminar: Economic Peace
Communication Institutions
Introduction to Political Communication
History of Communication
Social Psychology
Nation and Social Communication Strategy
Introduction to Radio Broadcasting
Television Studio
Visual Communication: Representation and Knowledge
Interactive Media Platforms
Children, Adolescents, and Media
Principles of Persuasion and Argumentation
Psychological Aspects of User Experience
Public Relations and Spokesmanship
Studio drama productions
Advanced Journalism
Screenwriting
Documentary Reporting
Audio Buzz
Covering Conflict
Tools for miLAB Studio- UI
Television Masterpieces as a Tool for Enhancing Creativity
Philosophy, Cinema and Persuasion
Youth revolt, Rock Music and the Sixties
Persuasion in Interpersonal Relationships
Research Seminar: Interactive Media
Advanced Human Computer Interaction in Virtual Environments
Language, Culture And Society
The Family on Television: Identity, Gender, and the Other
Social Interaction and Persuasion Online and Offline
Topics in Network Culture
Lobbying And Government Activity
Online Video Content Writing
Online Journalism
Share It
Communicating and Writing For Social Change
Social Psychology
Developmental Psychology
Introduction to Cognitive Psychology
Biological Basis of Behavior B
Organizational Psychology
Cognitive Processes B
Theories of Personality B
Introduction to Psychotherapy B
Psychology, Society and Culture
Abnormal Psychology B
Control-Related Problems and Psychopathology
Transitional Space: Exploring Creativity through Literature, Cinema and Psychoanalysis
Neuro Decision Making
Social and Anthropological Aspects of Children’s Rights
Cognitive Aging
The Rule of Law and Human Rights – a British and European perspective
Criminal Law and Genomics
Commonwealth bills of rights
Children in society, families & law
Law & lit. ,film. Urban history, feminism
Courts and Social Policy
Struggling for the soul of international law
International Civil Litigation
Religion and State: The Ongoing Jewish Discussion
Workshop in Patent and Licensing law
International Intellectual Property
Body and Mind: The Sciences of Life
Religion in 21st century: trends and transformation
Israel and the Arab world
Introduction to the Holocaust
Jewish identity in a changing world - Eastern Europe and the Middle East
The Israeli Woman
Holy Cities in the Bible
Great Explorers

IE School of Business (Madrid, Spain)

Approved for Business Credit
Marketing Research
Professional Ethics and Corporate Responsibility
Consumer Behaviour
HR Management
Finance II
Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Business Law II
Management Information Systems
International Strategy
Supply Chain Management
Advanced Corporate Finance
Financial Modelling for Corporate Finance
Corporate Valuation
Investment Analysis and Portfolio Management
Topics in Financial Assets, Markets and Tools
Financial Markets Unplugged
Financial Reporting and Analysis
Financial Modelling with Excel
Topics in International Finance
Intelegencia Competitiva
La Gestion del Rendimiento de Empresas Deportivas
Financial Instruments in M&A Accounting
The Management of Investing of Warren Buffet
Estrategias a traves del Control
Análisis Avanzado de Estados Financieros
Risk Management
Recent Trends in the Fintech Industry
Valuation of Privately Held Companies: A Real Case
Financial Modelling with Excel
Consumer Insights and Marketing Strategy
Breakthrough Innovation
Product and Brand Management
Pricing for Value Probability
Advertising and Creative Strategy
Unplugged the Marketing Workshop
Digital Marketing
Retailing
Services Marketing
Advocacy Marketing
New Trends in Marketing Management
Marketing and Videogames: What is coming Next and how to make it exciting
Entrepreneurship do-it-yourself
Management Control for Start-Ups
Entrepreneurship in Emerging Markets
Social Entrepreneurship
Business Intelligence for Start-ups
Technology New Ventures
E-ventures
Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Organization Theory
Introductions to Gamification and Behaviour Management
Cross-Border M&A: Value, Motivation, Pitfalls
Taller de Análisis de Mercados
Sustainable Development: the Role of Enterprises
Lean Management
Advanced Excel for Decision Making/Excel Avanzando para la Toma de Decisions
Business Simulation
Pensamiento Creativo e Innovación
Advanced Strategic Management in Technology Intensive Environments
Introduction to R Programming
Lean Thinking
Risks in the Internationalization of Companies: Country Risk
Negotiation
Change Management
Breaking into Management Consulting
Modelos de Negocio Innovadores y Transformación Digital
Information business Strategy: Simulation
Non-Market Strategy
A Practical Guide to ERP and Cloud
Technology Venture Creation Practicum: LVMH Program

Not Approved for Business credit but Approved for USC Elective Credit
Spanish Language- Any Level
Spanish for Business
Cost Accounting (Lower Division Course)
Global Economic Environment
Econometrics
Advanced Coding
Introduction to Coding
Inequality and Economic Growth
Creative Thinking and Wow! Idea Generation
How to Be successful in life
The Disruptive Leader
Web Technologies

Korea University (Seoul, South Korea)

These courses are approved for Business Credit
INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING I
INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING II
INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
BUSINESS ANALYTICS I
ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT
MARKETING RESEARCH
INVESTMENTS
NEW VENTURE CREATION AND MANAGEMENT
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
SOCIAL MEDIA ANALYTICS
REGIONAL STUDIES(CHINA)
KOREAN BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT IN THE GLOBAL CONTEXT
INTERNATIONAL TRADE THEORY
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING MANAGEMENT
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
TAX ACCOUNTING
THEORY OF ACCOUNTING
LABOR RELATIONS
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
ADVANCED ACCOUNTING
ORGANIZATION DESIGN AND COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
STRATEGIC DEMAND AND REVENUE MANAGEMENT
INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGEMENT(English)
FUTURES AND OPTIONS MARKETS(English)
SERVICES MARKETING
HYUNDAI/KIA MOTORS GLOBAL MARKETING STRATEGY
MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
MARKETING AND INNOVATION
IT INNOVATION MANAGEMENT: ISSUES AND TRENDS
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
FIXED-INCOME SECURITIES
RISK MANAGEMENT
ADVANCED INVESTMENTS ANALYSIS
LEADERSHIP: THEORY AND PRACTICE
SOCIAL NETWORK AND COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
PHILOSOPHICAL UNDERSTANDING OF MANAGEMENT
LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT
DATA MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
PRODUCT AND BRAND MANAGEMENT
INTERNET MARKETING
CEO TRAINING

These courses are NOT approved for business credit. They are acceptable for USC General elective credit (Partial List)

Korean Language (Any Level)
World Economy and Business
INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIP PRACTICE I
INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIP PRACTICE II
INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIP PRACTICE III
Principles of International Commerce
Principles of International Relations
International Organizations
Understanding Global Business
Understanding East Asian Civilization
Economic Development in a Globalizing World
Special Topics in International Relations
South-North Korean Relations
Human Rights in a Globalized World
International Relations of North America
Energy and International Relations
Special Topics in East Asian Studies
Seminar on Globalization and Global Issues
Special Topics in International Development
International Disputes Settlement
Issues in Sustainable Development
Contemporary Issues in Development Cooperation
Mass Media and Popular Culture in Korea
Introduction to Media Studies
Internet Communication
Broadcasting and Film Studies
Korean Economic History
Korean Economy
Korean Politics
Contemporary Korea
Media Economics
Seminar on Korean Economy
Econometrics
East Asian Politics
New Media
Media Aesthetics and Production Theory
Internet Communication
Social Psychology
Korea and International Law
Political Economy
International Political Economy
Comparative Political Economy
Econometrics
Theory of Chinese Economy

Manchester (Manchester, UK)

Approved for Business Credit
BMAN24322 Business Data Analytics
BMAN24042 Business Law 1: Business Liabilities and the Consumer
BMAN24052 Business Law 2: Law and the Modern Corporation in an International Context
BMAN24332 Employment Relations and Human Resource Management
BMAN24312 International Business
BMNA24132 International Business Strategy
BMAN20072 Investment Analysis
UCIL20022 Manchester Leadership Programme- Leadership in Action Lecture Based
BMAN24352 Marketing Communication in the Digital Age
BMAN24362 Personnel Selection and Talent management
BMAN24372 Sustainable Business
BMAN20792 Technology Strategy and Innovation 1
BMAN24202 Trends in Digital Business Technology
BMAN30732 Business IT Architecture
BMAN39292 Case Studies in Digital Transformation
BMAN30702 Corporate Contracting and Managerial Behaviour
BMAN30242 Financial Engineering
BMAN31792 Financial Markets Microstructure
BMAN30042 Human Resource Management
BMAN31982 International & Comparative Human Resource Management
BMAN31762 Management and Leadership: Challenges and Opportunities (a Healthcare Industry Example)
BMAN31652 Equality & Fairness at Work
BMAN31312 Services Marketing Management
BMAN31302 Marketing Strategy
BMAN31492 Strategic Supply Chain Management
BMAN31972 Entrepreneurship & New Business Venturing
BMAN31942 Advanced Sustainability
BMAN31952 Digital Economy: Platforms, AI and The Business
BMAN31962 Employment Law

Not Approved for Business credit but Approved for USC Elective Credit
BMAN10252 Fundamentals of Technological Change
BMAN31762 Wicked Problems; Clumsy Solutions - Leadership in Healthcare

Melbourne (Australia)

Approved for Business Credit
MKTG30006 Retail Management
MKTG20006: Brand Management
MGMT20003: Project Management
MKTG20001: Consumer Behaviour
FNCE30001: Investments
FNCE20004: Introduction to Real Estate Analysis
MGMT90030: Managing Innovation and Entrepreneurship
MKTG20008: Global Marketing
MKTG30011: Product Management
Service and Relationship Marketing
Derivative Studies
International Finance
Real Estate Analysis
Principles of Business Law
Entrepreneurial Finance
Intermediate Financial Accounting
Chinese Business and Economics
Business in Asia
Managing in Contemporary Organisations
Advanced Corporate Finance
Research Methods in Finance

Not Approved for Business credit but Approved for USC Elective Credit (just a partial list)
MULT20013 Australia Now
SCRN20001 Hollywood and Entertainment
LAWS30017: Owning Ideas, Creation, Innovation and Law
SCRN 20011 Screenwriting
EDUC10057: Wellbeing, Motivation and Performance
EDUC10051: Sports Coaching Theory and Practice
Sports and Education in Australian Society
Rock to Rave
Renaissance Art in Florence and Venice
Music Psychology
Australia Now
Genetics, Health, and Society
Globalization and the World Economy
Sustainability in Developing Communities
Africa: Environment, Development, People
Guitar Cultures and Practice 1
Sport Coaching: Theory and Practice
Property Management
Principles of Property

National Taiwan University (Taipei)
Approved for Business Credit
Advanced Management Accounting
Intermediate Accounting
Cost and Managerial Accounting
Accounting for Managerial Decisions
Accounting Research Workshop
International Business Strategy
Behavioural Finance
Advanced Corporate Finance
Quantitative Analysis
Options and Futures
Neural and Behavioural Research in Marketing
International Business Communication
Investment
Practice in Insurance
Systems Analysis and Design
Project on Information Management
Business Analysis
Seminar on Finance
Seminar of Sovereign Risk Warning System
Managerial Economics
Continuous-time Finance
Theory of Insurance Finance
Algorithmic Trading Strategies, Arbitrage and HFT
Strategic Management of Technological Innovation
Financial Computation
Seminar on Text Retrieval and Mining
Seminar on Information Security Management and Governance
Seminar on Data Mining (II)
Business Consultant Practice (II)
Strategy, Management and Information Systems
Management Science Models
Integrated Logistics Management
Competitive Strategy
Green Energy
Social Entrepreneurship and Social Business
Financial Statement Analysis
Systems Thinking and Learning Organization
Leadership Practice (II)
The Complexities of Leadership and Followership
Corporate Social Responsibility
Human Ecology and Sustainability

Not approved for Business credit but approved for USC Elective Credit (partial List)
Chinese Language- Any Level
Econometrics
3D Creation in Reality
Programming Designing
Stochastic Calculus

National University of Singapore

Approved for Business Credit
ACC2708 Corporate Accounting and Reporting II
ACC2709 Accounting information Systems
ACC3701 Assurance and Attestation
ACC3702 Corporate and Securities Law
ACC3703 Taxation
ACC3705 Valuation
ACC3706 Corporate Givernance and Risk Management
ACC3707 Integrated Perspectives in Accounting and Business
ACC4711 Advanced Taxation
ACC4713 Financial Institution Audit and Valuation
DAO2702 Programming for Business Analytics
DBA3701 Introduction to Optimisation
DBS3702 Descriptive Analytics in R
DBA3803 Predictive Analytics in Business
DBA3711 Stochastic Models in Management
DBA3712 Dynamic Pricing and Revenue Management
DOS3701 Supply Chain Management
DOS3702 Purchasing and Materials Management
DOS3703 Service Operations Management
FIN3702 Investment Analysis and Portfolio Management
FINA3703 Financial Markets
FINA3711 International Financial Management
FINA3712 Options and Futures
FINA3713 Bank Management
FIN3714 Financial Risk Management
FINA3761A Topics in Finance: Transition Banking
FIN3716 Financial Modelling
FIN3717 Fixed Income Securities
FIN3761D Topics in Finance: Physical Commodity Markets and Assets
MKT3701 Asian Markets and Marketing Management
MKT3702 Consumer Behaviour
MKT3714 Marketing in a Digital Age
MKT3717 Product and Brand Management
MKT3811 Marketing Analysis and Decision Making
MKT3812 Game Theory and Strategic Analysis
MKT3711 Research for Marketing Insights
MNO2705 Leadership and Decision Making under Uncertainty
MNO3701 Human Capital Management
MNO3702 Negotiation and Conflict Management
MNO3703 Leading in the 21st Century
MNO3761A TILHCM: Employee and Organisational Misbehaviours
MNO3714 Business with a Social Conscience
MNO3715 Leading Groups and Teams
BSN3701 Technological Innovation
BSN3702 New Venture Creation

**NOT approved for Business But approved for USC Elective Credit** (A Partial list- less than 50% of non-Business courses offered)
BSP1703 Managerial Economics (Lower Division Credit)
Any Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Malay, Thai, Korean, German, Vietnamese Language Course
BSP1701 Global Economy
BSE3701 Macroeconomic Principles in the Global Economy
BSE3702 Economics of Strategy
BSE3703 Econometrics for Business
DAO1704 Decision Analysis using Spreadsheets (Lower Division)
Macro And International Economics
Macroeconomics in the Global Economy
Foundations for Econometrics
Economy of Modern China II
Econometrics I
Game Theory and Application Economics
Mathematical Economics
Navarra (Pamplona, Spain)

Approved for Business Credit
Brand Leadership
Business Case Analysis
Business Ethics
Business Policy
Family Business Management
Financial Accounting III
Financial Derivatives
Human Resources
International Finance
Marketing II (Grupo INTER)
Money, Banking and Financial Markets
Negotiation
Strategic Innovation*
The psychology of investing
International Securities Regulation
Introduction to Transport and Payment Law
Legal Aspects of International Finance II
U.S. Business and Corporate Law
U.S. Contract Law
Contabilidad III Grupo A or B
Control presupuestario
Dirección comercial II
Dirección financiera II
Ética de la actividad económica y empresarial
Negocios
PYMES: problemática y gestión del emprendedor
Recursos humanos
Responsabilidad social corporativa
Sistemas de información
Valoración de empresas

Not Approved for Business Credit, but approved for Elective Credit.
Compared Political Systems
Global Political Economy (Group A or B)
Health economics
Introduction to Law
Time Series
Effective speaking & writing (Journalism and Audiovisual Communication)
Entertainment Apps Development
Global Communication
History of Cinema
International Relations
Media Management
News Design
Political communication
Sociology
Strategies in fashion communication
Visual Culture
U.S. Constitutional Law
U.S. Litigation and Dispute Resolution
Multicultural education
Teaching, reading and writing
Creative culture in education
Creativity in progress
British and American Literature
Comics and graphic storytelling
Language and Communication
Sociology
Worldviews and ethics
Análisis económico de industrias
Economía europea y española
Entorno económico global
Introducción al Cristianismo
Introducción al Derecho
La literatura y los grandes temas humanos
Microeconomía: Teoría y política
Naturaleza, tecnología y sociedad
Población, economía y familia
Reputación y crisis online
Retos de la ciencia en el siglo XXI

NOVA (Lisbon, Portugal)

Approved for Business Credit
Strategy
Information Systems
Entrepreneurship
International Management
Global Business Environment
Management of Cultural Diversity
Modeling and Optimization
Law in Economics and Business
Industrial Organizations
European Law

Not Approved for Business credit but Approved for USC Elective Credit
Portuguese Language (Any Level)
Seminar in European Economics
Development Economics
Advanced Microeconomics
Global Economics I
Global Economics II
Public Economics
Economic History of Portuguese Speaking Countries
Cálculo II/Calculus II
Linear Algebra
Econometrics
Introduction to Modern and Contemporary History

Peking University (Beijing, China)

证券投资学/Security Analysis and Investment
Cost and Managerial Accounting
Investment Banking
International Finance and International Trade
Chinese Society and Business Culture  
Venture Capital and the Finance of Innovation  
Doing Business with the Chinese People

货币金融学 (Monetary Finance)  
金融计量经济学 (Financial Econometrics)  
公共财政理论与政策 (Public Finance)  
中级财务会计 (Intermediate Financial Accounting)  
消费者行为 (Consumer Behaviour)  
营销研究方法 (Market Research)  
互联网时代营销新模式 (Internet Marketing)  
服务营销 (Service Marketing)  
数据分析与统计软件 (Data Analysis)  
创业管理 (Entrepreneurship Management)  
金融市场与金融机构 (Financial Markets and Institutions)  
金融工程 (Financial Engineering)  
金融中的数学方法 (Mathematical Methods in Finance)  
金融时间序列分析 (Financial Time Series Analysis)  
策略与博弈  
税法与税务会计 (Tax Law and Accounting)  
高级管理会计 (Senior Management Accounting)  
审计学 (Auditing)  
财务报表分析 (Financial Statement Analysis)  
内部控制与内部审计 (Internal Control and Audit)  
定价管理 (Pricing Management)  
新媒体营销与精准广告 (New Media Marketing and Advertising)  
量化营销模型 (Quantitative Marketing)  
营销学前沿研究 (Marketing Research)  
生产作业管理 (Product Management)  
供应链管理 (Supply Chain Management)  
随机分析与应用  
互联网与商业模式创新  
企业伦理 (Business Ethics)  
创业与创新实践 (Innovation and Entrepreneurship)  
商战模拟  
创业企业成长  
人力资源管理 (Human Resource Management)  
中国金融 (China Finance)  
数据思维：从数据分析到商业价值  
商业预测分析 (Business Forecasting)

These courses are NOT approved for business credit. They are acceptable for USC General elective credit.

Chinese Language course (any level)
Primary Business Chinese I
Primary Business Chinese II
社会心理学 (Social Psychology)
金融经济学/Financial Economics
计量经济学 (Econometrics)
产业分析的理论与政策/Theory of Industrial Policy
城市与区域经济学/Urban and Regional Econ
中国经济 (China’s Economy)
信息经济学 (Information Economics)
时间序列分析 (Times Series Analysis)
大样本统计理论
产业经济学专题 (Industrial Economics)
社会主义政治经济学 (Socialist Political Economy)
应用计量经济学 (Applied Econometrics)

Rotterdam School of Management (Netherlands)

These courses are approved for Business Credit

Trimester 2
International Business-The Dutch Way (5 RSM/2.5 USC)
Cross Cultural Management / International Case (Part I)* (2.5 RSM/1.25 USC)
Human Resource Management (5 RSM/2.5 USC) MOR 471
Foundations of Business Law (4 RSM/2 USC) FBE 403
Business Information Management (5 RSM/2.5 USC) DSO 433

Trimester 3
International Business (4 RSM/2 USC)
International Marketing Research (3 RSM/1.5 USC)
Cross Cultural Management / International Case (Part II) (2.5 RSM/1.25 USC)
Leadership, Sustainability and Governance (5 RSM/2.5 USC)
Innovation Management (4 RSM/2 USC)
Financial Accounting (5 RSM/2.5 USC) ACCT 415x
Supply Chain Management (5 RSM/2.5 USC) IOM 482

iBCOM Courses Approved for Business Credit
Term 3 (February-April)
Intercultural Communication at Work (5 RSM/ECTS- 2.5 USC)
CM2074- Social Media Technologies and Strategies for Business (5 ECTS)
CM2272- Consumer Behaviour and Marketing Action (5 ECTS)

Term 4 (April-June)
CM2272- Consumer Behaviour and Marketing Action (5 ECTS)
CM2252 Transmedia Entertainment and Marketing (5 ECTS)
These courses are NOT acceptable for Business credit. They are acceptable for USC General Elective credit.

iBCOM Courses

**Term 3 (February-April)**
- CM1008 - Media Systems in Comparative Perspective (BA-1, ECTS/2.5 USC)
- CM1009 - Communication as a Social Force (BA-1, ECTS/2.5 USC)
- CM2039 - Entertainment Media and Social Change (5 ECTS)
- CM2040 - Media Campaigns (5 ECTS)
- CM2046 - Media Audiences and Effects (Seminar, ECTS/2.5 USC)
- CM2047 - Media and Diversity (5 ECTS)
- CM2054 - Media and Consumer Culture (Seminar, ECTS/2.5 USC)
- CM2058 - Media Industries: Trends and Strategies (Seminar, 5 ECTS/2.5 USC)
- CM2060 - Cinema and Society (Elective, 5 ECTS/2.5 USC)
- CM2065 - Argumentation and Rhetoric in the Public Sphere (5 ECTS)
- CM2066 - Privacy, Surveillance and New Media Technologies (Seminar, 5 ECTS/2.5 USC)
- CM3010 - Communication Ethics (5 ECTS/2.5 USC)

**Term 4 (April-June)**
- CM1007 - Communication Technologies and their Impacts (BA-1, 5 ECTS/2.5 USC)
- CM1010 - Cultural Influences on Communication (BA-1, 5 ECTS/2.5 USC)
- CM2025 - Media, Children and Parents (5 ECTS)
- CM2029 - Digital Media Analysis (5 ECTS/2.5 USC)
- CM2038 - Cultural Identities and New Media (5 ECTS/2.5 USC)
- CM2064 - Cinemas in Context (Elective, 5 ECTS/2.5 USC)
- CM2069 - Public Relations and Transparency (5 ECTS)
- CM2068 - Surveillance in Film, TV and media platforms (5 ECTS)
- CM2039 - Entertainment Media and Social Change (5 ECTS/2.5 USC)
- CM2071 - Science Fiction and the Media (5 ECTS/2.5 USC)

Social Sciences Courses (you may take 1 of these courses for USC Elective credit- just make sure there is NO schedule conflict with the exam)
- SPSS (1.5 ECTS)
- Global and European Governance (7.5 ECTS)
- Biological Psychology: The Human Body (5 ECTS)
- Public Policy (6 ECTS)
- Political Philosophy and Democracy (7.5 ECTS)
- Developmental Psychology: Changing Man (5 ECTS)
- Practical: Interviewing (1.5 ECTS)
- Qualitative Methods (6 ECTS)
- Clinical Psychology: Normal or Abnormal (5 ECTS)
- Economics, Welfare and Distribution (6 ECTS)
- Organizational Psychology: Working Man (5 ECTS)

School of History, Culture and Communication

**Term 3**
- CC1005 - Economics of Arts and Culture (5 ECTS/2.5 USC)
- CC1006 - Cultural Policy (5 ECTS/2.5 USC)
- CC2015 - Sociology, Culture and Modernity (5 ECTS/2.5 USC)
- CC2017 - Advanced Economics of Arts and Culture (5 ECTS)
CC3105 Advanced Economic Aspects of Cultural Industries (5 ECTS)
CC3123 Introduction to Arts Education (5 ECTS)
CH2203 Emerging Economics and Global Labour (7.5 ECTS/3.75 USC)
CH2205 - Migration, Citizenship and Identity in Global History (7.5 ECTS/3.75 USC)
CH2217 Rethinking History (5 ECTS)

Term 4
CC1022 Cultural and Creative Industries (5 ECTS)
CC1015 Arts, Culture, and the Media (5 ECTS/2.5 USC)
CH2204 - Capitalism and Inequality (7.5 ECTS/3.75 USC)
CH2210 Representing War in Popular Historical Culture (7.5 ECTS)
CH2211 Urban History: Rotterdam in Global Perspective (7.5 ECTS)
CH2215 History Behind Writing (7.5 ECTS)
CH2218 Mobility and Constructing Identities in the Context of Globalisation (7.5 ECTS)

Seoul National University (Korea)

Approved for Business Credit
Intermediate Accounting 1
Case Studies in Marketing
International Business Management
Management Information System
Special Topics in Management
Investments
International Business Environment
International Financial Management
Introduction to Data Mining
Global Market and Consumer

Business Venture and Entrepreneurship
Technology & Opportunities
Social Entrepreneurship
Exploring Opportunities in Business Venture
Art and Culture Marketing
Electronic Commerce
Case Studies in Finance
Local Community Service & Leadership
Overseas Community Service & Leadership
Accounting Information and Business Decision-making
Entrepreneurship Lab (1)
Web Programming 2 for Entrepreneurship Management
Technology Commercialization Practice 1
Business and Society
Intermediate Accounting 1
Human Resource Management
Cost Accounting
Management of Financial Institutions
Intermediate Accounting 2
Advanced Accounting
Management Information System
Consumer Behavior
Special Topics in Management
Managing Networked Business
New Product Development and Product Management
Financial Statement Analyses and Firm Valuation
Preparation for the Corporate World
Marketing Research
Investments
Corporate Strategy
Special Topics in Business Administration

Not Approved for Business credit but Approved for USC Elective Credit (Partial List)
Korean Language-Any Level
Sport Management
Understanding Consumer Psychology
International Economics
Anthropology of Korean Popular Culture
Literati Culture in East Asia
Life in Contemporary Korea
Introduction to Korean Literature
Two Koreas: Modern Korean History and Society
Music of the World
Introduction to Korean Musical Culture
Korean History
Seminar in Global Leadership
Seminar in Korean History 2
Studies in Developing Country
Implication of Chinese Traditional Culture and The Contemporary China
Aesthetics and Art Theory
Introduction to Cinema
Understanding Popular Arts
Introduction to Psychology
Photo Workshop
Studio Practice : Carving
20th-Century American Literature
Introduction to Islam
Scientific Analysis in Archaeology
Buddhist Art: Concept and Regional Development
Logic Design
Data Structures
Computer Vision
Principles of Programming
Operating Systems
Computer Architecture
Hardware System Design
Sustainable Regional Planning
These courses are approved for Business Credit
Corp Reporting & Fin Analysis
Accounting Information Systems
Taxation
Strategic Mgmt Accounting
Governance and Risk Mgmt
Advanced Taxation
Corporate Financial Management
Valuation
Auditing for the Public Sector
Insolvency and Restructuring
Data Modeling and Visualisation
Statistical Programming
Forecasing and Forensic Analytics
Analytics for Value Investing
Audit Analytics
Advanced Arts and Culture Management
Arts and Culture Marketing
Psyc of Strategic Comm
International Trade
Strategic Thinking
International Finance
Entrepreneurial Finance
Finance For Law
Analysis of Equity Investments
Consumer Banking
Corporate Banking
Real Estate Investments And Finance
Real Estate Valuation and Taxes
Real Estate Development
Analy of Derivative Securities
Trade Finance
Mergers and Acquisitions
Sustainable Finance
Retail Bankinh and Mobile Tech
Enterprise Analytics for Dec Sup.
Data Mining and Business Analytics
Ethics and Social Responsibility
Contract Law 2
Corporate Law
Law of Mergers and Acquistions
Financial and Securities Regulations
Legal and Commercial Principles in PFT
Comparative Corporate Governance
Launching Online Financial Biz
Business Law
Company Law
Law of Real Estate
Law of International Trade
Corporate Entrepreneurship and Innovation
International Business
Entrepreneurship and Business Creation
Family Business
Social Entrepreneurship
Leadership Seminar with CEO’s
Managing Strategic Change
Play in Invention and Culture
Doing Business with AI
Leading New Ventures to Growth
Design Thinking and Innovation
Management of Technology and Innovation
Managing Creativity in Organizations
Business Capstone
Managing Process Improvement
Innovation for Asia’s Smart Cities
Digital Marketing
Global Marketing
Consumer Behaviour
Marketing Research
Services Marketing
Advertising
Strategic Brand Management
Retail Management
Customer Relationship Management
Pricing
Retail Strategy
Negotiation and Conflict
Human Capital Management
Performance Management and Copensation
Personnel Selection
Training and Development
Organizational Change and Design
The Mosaic of Leadership
HR Analytics
Service Processes
Project Management
Logistics and Transportation Management
Supply Chain Management
High Performance Warehousing
Global Supply Chain
Sales and Operations Planning
Computing Tech for Finance
Global Financial Risk Management
Quantitative Finance
Investment Statistics
Quantitative Trading Strategies
Stochastic Finance
Financial Mathematics
Life Contingent Risks
These courses are NOT approved for business credit. They are acceptable for USC General elective credit

ANY Language Course (French, Japanese, Chinese, Bahasa Melayu, etc)
Managing in a VUCA Context (Lower Division Course)
Art History: Beginnings to Revolution
Art in Southeast Asia
Intercultural Communication
Communication Strategy in a Digital Age
The Communication and Digital Media Industry
Organizational Communication
Crisis Management Communication
Strategic Communication in Asia
International Economics A
Introduction to Econometrics
Economics of Globalisation
Maritime Econ & Shipping Finance
Port Economics and Management
International Economics B
Development Economics
Labour Economics
Public Sector Economics
Health Economics
Urban Econ & Pol
Econ Aspects of Maritime Law
Economic Forecasting
Advanced Macroeconomics
Dance: east and West
Exploring Asian Identities
History of SE Asia
Managing Diversity in Asia
Culture Identities and the Arts
A Cultural Intro to India
Digital Culture
Intellectual Asset: Tech and Society
Interaction Design Prototyping
Geopolitical Analytics and Applns
Foundations of Cybersecurity
Introduction to AI
Introduction to Machine Learning
Text Mining and Language Processing
Law of Torts
Constitutional and Administrative Law
Commercial Conflict of Law
Law of Equity and Trusts
Intellectual Property Law
Insurance Law
Juris: M And C Theories of Law
Intro to Civil Procedures
Comparative Constitutional Law
Law and Psychology
Dispute Resolution of Experts
IP Law and Comparative Law at Interplay
Technology and World Change
Business, Government and Society
World Politics
Comparing Political Systems
European Union Politics
Special Topics in Political Science
Development, underdevelopment and Poverty
Public Sector Management
Policy Decision and Analysis
Intro to Psychology
Cognitive Psychology
Developmental Psychology
Psychology of Individual Differences
Social Psychology
Psychology of Reasoning and Thinking
Evolutionary Psychology
Psychology of Motivation
Psychology Research Methods II
Understanding Societies
Social Strata and Inequality
Global and Transnational Societies
SOCG of Terrorism and Political Violence
SOCG Theories of Crime and Deviation
Nation Building in Asia
Migration and Urbanization
Medical Sociology
Principles of Coaching in Sports

St Gallen (St Gallen, Switzerland)

Approved for Business Credit
Information, Media and Technology Management
Business Law
Business and Market Research: Concepts and Methods
Doing Business in India
International Management
Asset-based Commodity Trading
Being an Entrepreneur - Key Aspects and Challenges
Managing Innovation in China
Knowledge Strategy
Management of Industrial Companies
Tourism Systems - Analysis and Sustainable Management
Human Branding
Management in Europe
Doing Business in Latin America
Visual Literacy for Management
Stochastic Methods in Finance
The Business Economics of Digitalization
Gesellschaft/Society: Society, Market, and Money
Kreativität/Creativity: Cognitive Psychology of Design Thinking
Kulturen/Cultures: Managing Multilingual Companies
Technologien/Technologies: Digital Business Ethics: Managing the Ethical Challenges of Modern Information Technologies
Verantwortung/Responsibility: Introduction to Responsible Investment
Skills: Topics on Data Handling in Practice
Skills: Data Visualization
Fiscal Law
Money, Banking and Financial Markets: Consumption and Finance
Data Handling: Databases
Public Finance
Technology Entrepreneurship
RPV: Aviation Industry
Ubiquitous Computing and the Internet of Things
Corporate Transformation - An Integrative Perspective
Innovation und Entrepreneurship in Singapur und Südost Asien (IESSA)
Managing Global Innovation
Business Intelligence
IT Management II
High Growth Entrepreneurship: An International Applied Perspective
Customer Value and Communication Management II
Digital and Interactive Marketing
Management des Marques de Luxe
Marketing and Sales in Asia
Consumer Psychology in Retailing
Financial Reporting
Auditing Financial Statements - Professional Practice
IMAC - Integrated Management Accounting Concept (CMA Track)
Derivatives
Insurance Operations
Financial Econometrics

Financial Risk Management
Risk Management and Insurance
Asset Management and Mutual Funds
Socially Responsible Investments and Impact Investing
Insurance-Linked Securities
Banking and Insurance Regulation, Supervision, and Risk Management
Regulation of Financial Systems
Market Microstructure
Applied Corporate Valuation
The Systemic Relevance of Exchanges and Clearinghouses
Monetary Policy and Financial Markets
Real Estate Finance
Financial Modeling Workshop: Asset Allocation  
International Finance  
Asset Liability Management for Insurance Companies  
Private Banking and Wealth Management  
Alternative Investments  
Corporate Valuation  
Mergers and Acquisitions  
Ethics of Financial Services  
Financial Modeling Workshop: Derivatives  
Research in Management  
Comparative Management Systems: A European and US Perspective  
Marketing and Consumer Behavior  
Business Model Innovation  
Strategies for Renewal  
Entrepreneurship (SIM)  
Digitalization and Customer Centricity  
Alliance and Network Strategy  
Exploring Sustainability as Strategic Opportunity  
Strategy Simulation  
Co-Creating Value with Strategic Customers  
Corporate Restructuring  
International Trade  
Big Data Statistics for R and Python  
Corporate Finance, Banking and Venture Capital  
Asset Pricing  
Econometric Methods for Financial Instruments  
Financial Volatility  
Real Estate Economics  
Machine Learning  
Game Theoretic Models for a Digital World  
Politics of Financial Regulation  
Data Analytics: Applications and Visualization  
Practical Project: Conflicts of Interest in International Financial Markets  
Practical Project: The Governance of Money in Europe  
International Commercial Arbitration  
Workshop and Lecture Series in Law and Economics  
Creativity and Team Dynamics  
Geschichte/History: History of Finance  
Geschichte/History: History of Insurance  
Gesellschaft/Society: Consumers in the Modern World  
Technologien/Technologies: Algorithms in Management  
Technologien/Technologies: Trade in Marketplaces, Markets and Electronic Platforms  
Verantwortung/Responsibility: Business and Human Rights Laboratory: The Case of Mega Sporting  
Events  
Verantwortung/Responsibility: Economics and Ethics  
Verantwortung/Responsibility: Impact Investing: Redefining the Meaning of Return  
Verantwortung/Responsibility: Corporate Responsibility in Sub-Saharan Africa: Corruption, Health Care  
and Climate Change  
Verantwortung/Responsibility: Diversity in Teams and Organizations  
Freier Bereich/Open Area: Social Entrepreneurship Venture Lab
Skills: Advanced Numerical Methods and Data Analysis
Skills: Negotiations - Theory and Practical Course
Skills: Negotiating Effectively in the Investment World
Skills: Personal Effectiveness
China's Political Economy: Growth, Opportunity and Sustainability

NOT approved for Business Credit- Approved for USC elective credit
Microeconomics III
International Relations Theory
Leadership in Humanitarian Crisis
Basics of Cyber Security - from Save Passwords to Blockchains
Geschichte/History: Trauma Narratives
Gesellschaft/Society: What Advertising tells us about Society
Gesellschaft/Society: Principles of Political Economy
Gesellschaft/Society: Politics and Governance in China
Gesellschaft/Society: Sociology of Violence
Kulturen/Cultures: Introduction to Islam
Kulturen/Cultures: India and its Neighbours: Society, Culture, and Politics
Kulturen/Cultures: China's New Super Cities: A Cultural Journey
Kulturen/Cultures: Corruption and Criminality, the Italian Way
Medien/Media: Views on Film: Critical Approaches to the Moving Picture
Medien/Media: Playing with the End of the World: American Apocalyptic Culture and The Last of Us
Technologien/Technologies: Digital Utopias: Infrastructures of the Start-up City Zurich
Technologien/Technologies: Introduction to Reproductive Technologies
Technologien/Technologies: Technology and American Culture: Meanings, Materialities, Practices
Technologien/Technologies: Introduction to Science and Technology Studies
Verantwortung/Responsibility: Global Challenges in Water Resources Governance
Verantwortung/Responsibility: Behaviour Change in Health and Environmental Protection: Psychological Background and Interventions
Verantwortung/Responsibility: Social Acceptance of Sustainable Energy Infrastructures
Freier Bereich/Open Area: International Development - Future-orientated Integrated Development Work in Theory and Practice
Skills: Introduction to Programming Methods
Game Theory and Applications
Monetary Economics
International Economics (BVWL)
Health Economics (Major VWL)
Introduction to Time Series Modelling
International Economics
Multilevel Governance
Skills: Programming: Introduction Level
Introduction to Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
Aviation Systems
Advanced Microeconomics III: Game Theory
Advanced Macroeconomics III: Money and Prices
Public Economics - The Economics of Taxation
Labor Economics: Theory and Applications
Quantitative Economic Policy
International Macroeconomics (MEcon)
Beyond Homo Oeconomicus: Decision Making and Wellbeing in Economics
The Economics of Inequality and Intergenerational Mobility
Econometrics II
Microeconometrics
Time Series Econometrics
Small States in International Affairs
Energy Transition Foreign Policy
Data Tools for Social and Policy Research
Economic Development
The Second Nuclear Age: Sorting Out What's New and What's Not
Democratization and Security Sector Reform (SSR)
International Dispute Settlement
Legal Fundamentals of International Relations
Social Science Methodology: Research Design
WTO Seminar
Global Environmental Politics
Constitutional Politics in Brazil
Law without Walls
Global Health Law
International Protection of Human Rights
Regulation and Regulatory Strategies
Foreign Relations Law in Comparative Perspective
Geschichte/History: Keynesianism: Past and Present
Geschichte/History: From Shakespeare to the Present: Politics on Stage
Geschichte/History: The American West and the American Western
Geschichte/History: Why Populism? Historical Answers to a Pressing Question
Gesellschaft/Society: Inequality
Gesellschaft/Society: Drugs and Society
Gesellschaft/Society: Emotions and the Political. Philosophical Perspectives
Gesellschaft/Society: Colonialism, Capitalism, Modernity: Decolonizing Knowledge and Power
Kreativität/Creativity: Creative Storytelling
Kreativität/Creativity: Empathy and Cooperation
Kreativität/Creativity: Visual Storytelling: From Idea to Short Film
Kulturen/Cultures: Gender and Sexuality in Islam
Kulturen/Cultures: Machiavelli: Populism, Power and the People
Kulturen/Cultures: Women, Gender and Responsibility in China
Kulturen/Cultures: Culture and Values in Contemporary Debates on Migration and Multiculturalism
Kulturen/Cultures: China and Africa Relations in the 21st Century
Kulturen/Cultures: The Middle East Today: Conflict, War and Revolution
Kulturen/Cultures: Wealth Creation in China: Cultural and Institutional Bases
Kulturen/Cultures: Re-Imagining the Balkans: Critical Intersectional Perspectives and Comparisons
Medien/Media: The Political Economy of European Filmmaking
Medien/Media: Spectacularization of Public Space - Theoretical and Historical Perspectives
Medien/Media: The Russian Media in the Age of Putin
Medien/Media: Participatory Digital Media - a Visual Primer
Recht/Law: Modern Theories of Justice
Technologien/Technologies: Predictive Technologies in Modern Science: From Climate Research to Economy
Technologien/Technologies: Making and Unmaking Digital Wor(l)ds
Verantwortung/Responsibility: Climate and Energy Challenges in integrating Europe
Verantwortung/Responsibility: Climate Change and the Psychology of Decision-Making
Verantwortung/Responsibility: Food Politics and the Limits of Markets
Verantwortung/Responsibility: The Consumers' Brain: Cognitive Neuropsychology of Responsible Communication
Freier Bereich/Open Area: Development Challenge vs. Business Opportunity? Case Study Mozambique and Incremental Housing
Freier Bereich/Open Area: Haniel Summer School: Economies of Creativity and Attention
Freier Bereich/Open Area: Economic, Social, and Communication Networks
Skills: Advanced Programming for Quantitative Analysis
Skills: Programming with Advanced Computer Languages

Thammasat University (Bangkok, Thailand)

These courses are approved for Business Credit
Intermediate Accounting 2
Cost Management
Financial Reporting And Statement Analysis
Advanced Accounting 1
Seminar in Auditing
Business Law
Taxation
Investments
International Financial management
Financial Institutions Management
Strategic Financial Management
Financial Risk Analysis and Management
Financial Viability Risk
Feasibility Analysis and Business Planning
Introduction to International Transport
Marketing Planning
Qualitative Research in Marketing
Marketing Analysis and Decision-Making
Marketing Strategy
Process Analysis and Improvement
Business Forecasting

These courses are NOT approved for business credit. They are acceptable for USC General elective credit.
Introduction to ASEAN
Integrated Humanities
Integrated Social Sciences
Integrated Sciences and Technology
Beginning Thai
Thai Cuisine
Thai Media and Society
Social and Economic Development in Thailand
Islam in Thailand
Thailand in International Arena
These courses are approved for Business Credit
Intermediate-Advanced Knowledge of Spreadsheets
Commercial Law
Financial Economics
Financial Statements Analysis
Optimization and Simulation for Business
Markets Research
Industrial Organization
Analysis of Dynamic Data
Monetary and Financial Economics
International Finance
Innovation and Technological Change
Asset Valuation
Supply Chain Management
International Business Management
Planning and Control Management
The Engines of Growth: Innovation, Institutions and Human Capital
Financial and Service Marketing
Family Business Management
Labour Law and Social Security
Big Data for Business
Digital Finances
Positive Accountancy Theory
Business Finance Law
Business Model and Design Thinking
Financial market law
Dynamic and Financial Econometrics
Accounting for Top Management
Prediction Techniques
Commercial Law
Mercantile Contracting
Advertising and Communication
Fixed income and derivatives
Financial risk management
Financial statement analysis
Management Control
Accounting for financial instruments
Business Taxes
Corporate financial strategy
Stochastic models in finance and insurance
IT Management
Business finance law
Computer applications in finance
Financial accounting theory
Financial and service marketing
Introduction to actuarial assessment
Optimization and simulation in business
Technological opportunities analysis

These courses are NOT approved for business credit. They are acceptable for USC General elective credit

Spanish Language (any Level)
Professional Internships (May be awarded credit for this class)
Financial Mathematics
Economic History
Econometrics
Dynamic Forces in Economic Growth
Dynamic Macroeconomics
Applied Economics
International Trade
Economics of Information
Quantitative Macroeconomics
Topics in Public Economics
Topics in Industrial Organization
The Process of Economic European Integration
Political Economy
Government Policy Evaluation
Economics of Education
The Engines of Growth: Innovation, Institutions and Human Capital
Economic Development
Topics in Economic History
International Macroeconomics
Organizational Economics
Theories of Labour Relations
Journalistic Communication
Media Psychology
Radio Workshop
Fundamentals of Films and Television Direction II
Film Narrative
Literary Trends in Contemporary Culture
Media Landscape
Television Studies
Camera Directing
European Cinema
Film Criticism
American Cinema
Camera Directing
Scriptwriting for Television II: Shows
History of the world economy
World Politics
Globalization and Society
Political and social history
International Organizations
Security, peace and conflicts resolution
Multidisciplinary research design in social sciences
Demography
Evaluation of public policy
Political Analysis
Culture and identity in globalization
Inequality
Country report and risk assessment
Advanced statistical methods
The Welfare State in Comparative Perspective
Global Environmental Challenges
Global Health
Varieties of Capitalism
Education and Growth in Comparative Perspective
Communication and participation of civil society in the internet
Spanish language and the media
News Reporting
Structure of the Media system
Statistics applied to journalism
Research methodologies for journalism
Television Journalism
Online Journalism
Media Design
International journalism I: global information
International journalism II: key international organizations
Local Journalism
Information and conflict I: the media and violence
Data Journalism
History of Journalism
Government policy evaluation
Gender studies
Structure and social change
Game Theory

**Universidad del Desarrollo (Santiago, Chile)**

These courses are approved for Business Credit
Tech Ventures
Gestion des Personas II
Corporate Governance
Creativity and Innovation Management
Digital Marketing for Startups
Doing Business in Chile and LATAM
International Business
Social Entrepreneurship
Sports Marketing Management
Creative Industries
Nation Branding
Estrategias de Marketing
Marketing Digital
These courses are not approved for business credit, they are approved for General Elective credit only
Spanish Language-Any Level
Inspirando a Trave del Stroytelling
Immigration, Dreams and Conflicts Across Borders
Chilean Culture
Introduction to the Future
Globalization and Its Impact
Recycling and Upcycling
Understanding Terrorism and Counter-Terrorism
Sports Psychology and Human Performance

University of Hong Kong

Approved for Business Credit
ACCT3112A Accounting Data Management and Analytics
ACCT4104CDE Advanced Financial Accounting
ACCT3109E Auditing
FINA3381 Behaviorial Finance
FINA4359 Big Data Analytics Applied Towards Quantitative Finance
MKTG3512A Brand Management
BUSI2814B Business Ethics
BUSI3801D Business Law
IIMT3622A Business Transformation
Company Law
ACCT3111A Corporate Governance and Social Responsibility
FINA3322 Credit Risk
MGMT3404A Cross-Cultural Management
IIMT3601A Database Management
IIMT3636GEFDecision and Risk Analysis I
FINA2322CDE Derivatives
IIMT3624A Design Studio
FINA3326A Equity Valuation and Investment Management
FINA4354 Financial Engineering
FINA3360ABC Financial Practicum
FINA3323AB/FINA0804A Fixed Income Securities
ECON2249 Foreign Trade & Investment in China
STRA4702A Global Corporate Strategy
MKTG3523AB Global Marketing
FINA3327 Hedge Funds: Strategies, Business Management and Institutions
ACCT3107ABCDEFG Hong Kong Taxation
MGMT3434A Human Resource: Theory and Practice
IIMT3602B Information Systems Analysis and Design
IIMT4601A Information Systems Project Management
FINA2342CD Insurance: Theory & Practice
ACCT2102GHI Intermediate Financial Accounting I
ACCT3103C-E Intermediate Financial Accounting II
STRA3702AB International Business Environment
MKTG3524AB Internet Marketing
FINA2320 EFGH Investments and Portfolio Analysis
MGMT3403AB/BUSI2003B Leadership
BUSI3809A Leadership Development Programme
ACCT3106G-J Management Control
IIMT2601DEFGHI Management Information Systems
MGMT3415AB Principles of Entrepreneurship
FINA3334 Private Banking and Wealth Management
ECON2223 Public Finance
FINA4341 Quantitative Risk Management
FINA2382AB/FINA0805A Real Estate Finance
FINA3353 Regulatory and Operational Issues in Finance
ECON4200DEFGHI Senior Seminar in Economics and Finance (Capstone Course)
FINA3351B Spreadsheet Financial Modelling
MKTG3531AB Strategic Marketing Management
FINA3382 Structured Finance and Securization
ACCT3114A Valuation Using Financial Statements
IIMT3626A Values-driven Innovation
IIMT3627A Venture and Entrepreneurship Management

Not Approved for Business credit but Approved for USC Elective Credit (partial list)
Chinese Language- Any Level
BUSI2812ABC Social Venture Management: Internship Course
ECON2280CDE Introductory Econometrics
ECON3223 Credit, Bubbles and the Macroeconomy
China Economy
ECON2262 Economic Development
ECON2264B Economic Development of China
ECON3283 Economic Forecasting
Economic History of China
Economic System of Hong Kong
ECON2214AB Games & Decision
History of Economic Thought
FINA3350 Mathematical Finance
ECON3222AB Monetary Economics
FINA3391ABC or ECON3293 Reading Course
Responding to the Challenges of Aging Societies
Shaping our World: Liberalism, Socialism and Nationalism
Social Venture Management Internship Course
ECON2276 State, Law and the Economy
ECON3229 Topics in Macroeconomics
ECON3215 Uncertainty and Information
ECON2266 Urban Economics

University of Sydney (Sydney, Australia)

These courses are approved for Business Credit
ACCT3011 Financial Accounting B
ACCT3012 Management Accounting B
ACCT3013 Financial Statement Analysis
BANK 2011 Banking and the Financial System
BANK3011 Bank Financial Management
BANK3013 International Banking Management
BANK3014 Private and Investment Banking
CLAW1001 Foundations of Business Law
CLAW2201 Corporations Law
CLAW2203 Regulation of Securities Markets
CLAW2205 Competition and Consumer Law
CLAW2208 Business Regulation, Risk and Compliance
CLAW3201 Australian Taxation System
CLAW3208 Corporate Crime and Business
CLAW2204 Banking and Finance Law
CLAW3206 Regulation of Mergers and Acquisitions
CLAW3207 Employment Regulation for Business
CLAW3209 The Environment, Law and Business
FINC2012 Corporate Finance II
FINC3011 International Financial Management
FINC3015 Financial Valuation: Case Study Approach
FINC3017 Investments and Portfolio Management
FINC3021 Mathematical Finance
FINC3022 Alternative Investments
FINC3023 Behavioural Finance
FINC3024 Personal Finance and Superannuation
IBUS2020 Chinese Economy and Business
IBUS2101 International Business Strategy
IBUS3101 International Business Alliances
IBUS2103 International Risk Management
IBUS2104 Entrepreneurship and Innovation
IBUS3104 Ethical International Business Decisions
IBUS3108 Social Entrepreneurship
IBUS3109 Strategy and Emerging Markets
INFS2020 Business Process Modelling & Improvement
INFS3040 Enterprise Systems & Integrated Business
INFS3070 Applied Business Analysis
MKTG2112 Consumer Behaviour
MKTG2113 Marketing Insights
MKTG3110 Electronic Marketing
MKTG3116 International Marketing
MKTG3120 Building and Managing Brands
MKTG3121 Advertising: Creative Principles
QBUS3310 Advanced Management Science
QBUS3320 Supply Chain Management
QBUS3810 Actuarial Risj Analytics
QBUS3820 Machine Learning and Data Mining
QBUS3830 Advanced Analytics
WORK2203 IR Policies and Processes
WORK3201 International Human Resource Management
WORK3202 Leadership
WORK3207 Future of Work
Not Approved for Business credit but Approved for USC Elective Credit (Partial List)
Learning in Outdoor Education
SPORT AND LEARNING IN AUSTRALIAN CULTURE
Film Genres and National Cinemas
Intro to Aboriginal Literature
Cinematic Transformations
Online Media
Power and Money in Global Society
Sports Coaching
US Politics: Elections, Presidents and Laws
Video Production
Visual Communication
Learning and Behaviour (Psychology)
Earth Environment and Society
Informatics
Public International Law
The Birth of Modern Science
Earth, Environment and Society
Pollock to Psychedelia
Australian Stage and Screen
Consumer Cultures

Vienna University (Vienna, Austria)

These courses are approved for Business Credit
Brand Management
Business Environment in the Arab World
Business Information Systems II
Cases in Strategy and Organization
Consumer Behaviour
Corporate Investment Decisions and Financial Statement Analysis
Corporate IT I (Information Structures)
Corporate IT II (E-systems)
Course II/IV Supply Chain Management
Course V Seminar B- Supply Chain Management
Course V Seminar E-Green Supply Chain Management in International Context
Cross-Cultural Communications Management : Application to Marketing and Sales
Customer Relationship Management
Decision Making in International Business
Discover Tourism-Current Issues and Challenges
Diversity Management in Practice
E-Business (A)
E-Business (B)
E&I Zone 1: Challenges with open Innovation
E&I Zone 5: The Entrepreneurial CTO: Technical Leadership to Translate Science Based Innovation
East Asia Markets
Elective Bloc Course I- International Supply Chain Management
Elective Bloc Course II- International Accounting
Elective Bloc Course II - International Business
Elective Bloc Course II - International Supply Chain Management 2
Entrepreneurship Camp - How to Start your Own Business
European Law and Economics
European Tax Law
Exploiting Market Data: The Machine Learning Approach
Finance Perspectives in International Strategy
Future Trends in International Business
Gaining and Maintaining Competitive Global Advantage
Global Branding
Global Consumer Behavior
Global Market Entry and Expansion
Global Marketing Communications
Global Marketing Research
Global Marketing Media
Global Strategy and Public Institutions
Industry Evolution and Firm Strategy
Innovation Strategies
Intelligent Customer Interaction Design I
Intelligent Customer Interaction Design II
International Accounting I - Financial Reporting
International Business - Global Value Chains in Europe
International Business Applications
International Finance
International Financial Management I
International Financial Management II
International Human Resource Management
International Human Resource Management and Organizational Behavior I
International Human Resource Management and Organizational Behavior II
International Management
International Marketing
International Marketing and Management I: International Management
International Marketing and Management II: International Marketing
International Merger and Acquisitions
International Strategic Management I
International Strategic Management II
Introduction to Austrian Tax Law
IS Project Management
IT Support in Project and Programme Management
Marketing in the Emerging Markets
Marketing Research
Mobile Marketing
Negotiation Management
Negotiation Strategies and Techniques. A Case Study Approach Based on the Harvard Program on Negotiation
Operational Production management
Planning and Designing New Touristic Services
Principles of Strategic and Financial Consulting
Project Management
Responsible Global Leadership
Risk Management and Insurance
SBWL SNS Class III- Supply Chain Modelling and Design
SBWL SNS Class I- Introduction to Supply Chain Management
Service Operations Management
Social Media Marketing
Specialization Course-Corporate Governance
Specialization Course-Money and Business Cycles
Specialization in Business Administration SNS Course II-Analysis and Optimization of Distributive Networks
Specialization in Business Administration SNS Course IV-Humanitarian Logistics
Specialization in Business Administration SNS Course IV-Sustainable Logistics
Specialization in Business Administration SNS Course V-Humanitarian Logistics
Specialization in Business Administration SNS Course V-Sustainable Logistics
Strategic Human Resource Management-How to Boost your Business Performance by a Strategic HR Approach
Strategic Thinking and Analysis I
Strategic Thinking and Analysis II
Supply Chain Planning
Sustainable Business: Managing for Tomorrow
Sustainable Economies and Business II: Finance and Sustainability
Sustainable Economies and Business II: Inequality, Well-Being and Sustainability
Sustainable Economies and Business II: The Energy, Water, Food Nexus
Text Analysis for Marketing
The Art of the Deal-Negotiation Analysis and Practice

These courses are NOT approved for business credit. They are acceptable for USC General elective credit

German Language- Any Level (but ONLY if it appears on the Vienna Transcript)
Academic Research techniques (any topic)
Advanced Economic Policy
Advanced Macroeconomics
Advanced Microeconomics
Antisemitism in Austria at Work
Applied Econometrics
Applied Economic Geography and Case Studies
Econometrics I
Econometrics II
Economic and Fiscal Policy
Economic and Fiscal Policy-Economic Liberalization and European Integration
Economic History
Economics of the Health care Industry-Public Sector
Elective Course-Economic History
Fundamentals of European Union Law
International Energy Strategies
International Macroeconomics
International Microeconomics
International Trade Theory and Policy
Internationalization of Professional Sports
Introduction to Empirical Social Research
Macroeconomic Challenges of Europe
Monetary Policy in the US and EU
Selected Topics in Development Economics
Social Policy
Special Topics in Economic Policy
Specialization Course-Applied Economic Geography and Case Studies
Specialization Course-Industrial Economies
Sustainable Development across Societies
The European Union and Governance
The Role of Subsidiaries in MNC’s
The US and EU Financial Systems-a Comparative Analysis
Working in Teams

**WHU (Koblenz, Germany)**

*These courses are approved for Business Credit*

Ethics: Management based on ethical values
Ethik: Behavioral Business Ethics & Governance
Sustainability in the Textile Industry
Sustainable mega sport events: Oxymoron or reality?
Risks and Opportunities of Climate Change
Ethics: In Praxi-Seminar "Business Leadership and Civic Spirit"
Creating Entrepreneurial Mindsets - Improvising as a Method
Strategic Brand Management - the applied power of soft values
Introduction to Bank Management
Restructuring of Companies
Seminar: Family Business and Entrepreneurship Research
Seminar: Leadership Styles and their Representatives
Seminar: Sports economics
Seminar: Operations Management the Scheduling Perspective
Seminar Leading Strategic Change
Seminar Market Dynamics and Industrial Evolution
Seminar in Finance and Innovation
Seminar Business War Gaming
Seminar: New Venture Creation
Seminar: Case Studies in Management Accounting and Control
Seminar in Financial Accounting
Finance Function Challenges
The CFO-Roles, Career Paths, and impact of firm outcomes
Entrepreneurial Transformation in Corporations
Developing Novel Business Models
Business Psychology
Creating Entrepreneurial Mindsets-Improvising as a Method
Strategic Brand Management-The applied power of soft values
Business Law
Managing the Family Business
Creating Social Value
International Accounting
Cases in International Accounting
Making a Case for Advancing SCM: Applied Supply Chain Management
Negotiations for Managers and Entrepreneurs
Services Marketing
Brand Management
Asset Management
International Markets and Derivatives
Cases in Business Taxation
Business Taxation
Business Information Systems (BIS I)
Business Information Systems (BIS II)
Negotiation Strategies and Skills
Foundations of Business Taxation
Financial Statement Analysis, Group A, B or C

These courses are NOT approved for business credit. They are acceptable for USC General elective credit.
German Language (Any Level)
Spanish Language (Any Level or Group)
French Language (Any Level or Group)
Italian Language (Any Level or Group)
Japanese Language (Any Level or Group)
Chinese Language (Any Level or Group)
Media and Presentation Coaching: Personal Presence!
National Model United Nations II (Continuation)
Seminar: Smart Cities
Introduction to the Raspberry: Build your own Amazon Echo
Welcome to the Raspberry: Build your own Blockchain
International Trade, Economic Integration and Development
International Monetary Relations
Psychology
Structured Problem Solving
Seminar: The Economics of Migration and Gender
Sustainability Lab - Sustainability in Nutrition
Econometrics